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GERARD MANLEY HOPKINS: A SYMPOSIUM
The hundredth anniversary
Hopkins passed by
fuss or fanfare.

much

It

at the time.

great poet.

just

over

a

of the death of

year ago (June

8)

Gerard Manley
with very

little

was not, after all, an event that had meant
The world did not know that it had just lost a

By now, however, we have

a

sense of

how much

the

and the death meant. Hopkins is a curious figure, perched
somewhere between our Victorian poets and our High Moderns,
a bold innovator and a dazzling handler of concentrated lyric, a

life

combined nobility and pathos. To imagine what
our sense of poetic language might have been without him is to
grasp how vividly his presence looms among us, challenging and
enriching our knowledge of how a poet can move toward thresholds of transcendence. It's a curious irony that Mallarme and
the Symbolists should have talked about the possibilities of a
poetic sensibility and poetic language that seemed beyond the
reach and invention of anyone actually practicing the art in their
tim.e, while an obscure Jesuit priest in Wales and Liverpool and
then Dublin was coming closest to realizing their program and
ideals. He did it through a re-enlivening of traditional religious
beliefs they had thought discredited and exhausted, and by a
pressure on the expressive capacities of language that easily

whose

poet

life

rivals the artistic

innovations of figures

like

Van Gogh and

Stravinsky.

One person who

did note that recent anniversary of

Hop-

death was the contemporary Irish poet Seamus Heaney, a
writer who has put Hopkins' lessons about sound and movement
kins'

and scope to thoughtful use in his own work. Writing in Alpha, a
Dublin review, Heaney stressed the core of Hopkins' achievement as based on a recognition of "the ultimately metamorphic
nature of poetry itself":

Any

teenager who, like myself, has ever got the
gooseflesh at the flush and scringe of Hopkins's assonances and alliterations proves this upon his or her
pulses.

World becomes word: the volume and density of

7

the actual has been transformed into a high linguistic
voltage.

To read these poems

go through the hoops of
the palpable. A Hopkins line brings you to your senses
like hearing a woodpecker at dawn, or walking across a
beach of small crunching shells. It verifies your nature,
it verifies the world, and yet, paradoxically, it also proclaims the force of mind's impatience with the very
mortality and physicality of being human."
is

to

matched and elaborated in the contributions to this symposium. As usual, we have arranged the poems
and their discussions in order of the original chronology, and the
Heaney's deep regard

text of each

poem

that deal with

S

it.

is

is

given in

full

preceding the essay or essays

GOD'S GRANDEUR
The world

is

charged with the grandeur of God.

flame out,

like

shining from shook

It

will

it

gathers to a greatness,

Crushed.

Why

do

like

the ooze of

men then now

foil;

oil

not reck his rod?

Generations have trod, have trod, have trod;

And ail is seared with trade; bleared, smeared with toil;
And wears man's smudge and shares man's smell: the soil
Is

bare now, nor can foot

And

for

all

this,

nature

is

feel,

being shod.

never spent;

There lives the dearest freshness deep down things;
And though the last lights off the black West went
Oh, morning, at the brown brink eastward, springs
Because the Holy Ghost over the bent
World broods with warm breast and with ah! bright wings.

—

— Gerard Manley Hopkins
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Charles Wright

IMPROVISATIONS: WITH FATHER HOPKINS
ON LAKE COMO

— 4 June/ Rereading in Hopkins' Journals yesterday:

it's

his rev-

erence that strikes you, reverence for the minutiae as well as the
miraculous, in their combinations as well as their separateness.
Description, exactitude: a photo-realism from the insect to
infinity.

The spiritual eye that sees God's

And to look on something hard enough, that hard, is

everything.
to

change

fingerprint and face on

it.

Rain today,

little

apocalypses in the water beads mirroring the

white, blank sky on broad leaves circling the goldfish pond.

Downlake, cloud-curtain and mist-curtain obscure the mountains. White ferries appear and disappear like messengers far
below from another country. The water beads explode and
reform. How easily worlds come and go.
After you've been here long enough, Jim Barnes says, the blackbirds begin to whistle, in their ubiquitous but intermittent song,
//

prego,

// //

prego.

//

They've cut the long grass

in the olive

orchard that

spills

down

the deep slope below the main building, the Villa Serbelloni, to
the lake.

From above,

reduced, as

if

had been cut back. The trees
seem still full and olivesque; the ones

their limbs, too,

adjoining, uncut field

in

the

in

the

walked through, on the other hand, seem flattened,
hair wet from rain.

field
like

the trees themselves appear shorn and

I

just

was walking to the abandoned monastery, called locally "I Frati,"
The Monks, or The Brothers, where have a room in the afternoons to work in. The monastery was built in the early 1600s by
one of the Sfondrati, early owners of the property: when one of
his sons wanted to become a priest, rather than have him leave
home, the Duke built him a monastery of his own. Outside the
I

I

window

in

front of

my desk, a corner of the faded red tile and red

plaster building cuts wedge-shaped, like a Giorgio

10

Morandi

some cherry trees and
olive trees and five rows of grape vines. Beyond that is a pine tree
and then the lake. Beyond that the mountain above Varenna
Beyond

painting, across the view.

it

are

across the water, mist-bothered today and unfocused. Seagulls,

crows, hawks, pigeons, sparrows, blackbirds and various other
feathered fellows rip in and out of the painting from time to time.

Higher up, swallows free-lance among the thermals. Here's one
(a blackbird) on the roof tile saying "dunque," "dunque."

— 6 June/ Rain again. Steady rain. Uninterruptible strings.
had

a

woof

to cross

we would have

with this warp,

If

we

a crystal cur-

tain endlessly falling across the landscape, rain cloth collapsing in

huge, invisible folds beneath the olive trees and the hemlocks. In
the frog pond outside the
studio

—

I

have two, one

in

window
the old

the afternoons, the other up the

verted gazebo where the

The

woods

window in my other
monastery down the hill, in
(this

hill,

in the

mornings, a con-

begin), the drops bulls-eye

and

form along the waterskin, drift
m.omentarily toward the lilies, then break and vanish in tiny circles.* The lilies, open and yellow two days ago, stay half-closed
and hunched beneath the incessant pressure from the head-taps
blister the surface.

blisters

of the rain beads.

Suddenly, after lunch, the rain stopped. Fifteen minutes later the
sun was out and we all stepped onto the terrace, after three continuous days of downpour, as though we were stepping off the
Ark. That branch of Lake Como that runs back toward Lecco was
cleansed and accessible as

had never seen it in almost two weeks
small towns began to pile up on the shoresides and mountainI

sides, red roof after red roof until the lake

stone of the mountain, blue sky
the corners of things.

like a

bent under the stern
Chinese glaze seeped at all

‘There has to be a certain rhyme to the rainfall, a certain velocity,
before the
blisters can form
too little rain and the force isn't enough to bubble the surface,
too much and they're destroyed, either before or during
formation. Like everything else in this world, they have their own metrics,
their own rhythms of being.

—

n

Below,

pushing

in

the cloister yard, 5:30 sunshine fierce and

down on the eyelids, coating the skin,

finite,

2/3rds of the yard

shadow, shadow that gives the walls their color back, a yellowish Tuscan dun-orange. The part in sun is lighter, as though
in

rinsed over and over to rid

it

of something. In the church, Peter

is

playing the oboe, winding North African sounds that circle and
loop. Warrior ants forage

and circulate over the

courtyard, singly, each on his
in

groups or

pairs.

If

flat

stones in the

own mission. One never sees them

they are centaurs, the dragon hangs on the

sunny walls, or crouches in the sunny corners, or rises immobile
and enormous on the hard, rocky plain of the paving stones,
waiting for some invisible thing. The ants let him loom as they
scurry under the towering overgrowth of the yellow-topped
flower weeds and the dandelion groves and the understory of
clover and mustard grass. Dog soldiers, lone wolfscouts ceaselessly on the move. They meet and exchange a word or two, then
break and are off again. The stone-plain and weed-forest are
both alive with them. And here's a lizard down from the wall. In
jerks and false starts he spurts and halts. Ants go over his tail and
under his nose. Green as a piece of water, his body rises and falls,
then streaks in one motion back toward the ivy and out of sight.

The

ants keep checking the territory.

Back upstairs, the windows open, afternoon sun on the lake and
grey stone mountains, lake green as a lizard, light clear as water
through glass. Surely the world is charged with the grandeur of

God. At

—

least

from time

to time.

7 June/ In the cloister courtyard, 11 o'clock in the morning.

Each wall surrounding the inner yard is slightly different: west
wall has six arches into the passageway that runs along all four
sides of the cloister. There are two cells on the west side. The
south has five arches and three cells, the east no arches but a door

—

four
and two windows and thus has walled in the passageway
cells. The north wall has five arches and no cells as it is the south
side of the church. There is, of course, an upper passageway

windowed, not arched, above the ground floor. In the
courtyard itself, four cedar topiaries, one at each corner, four
that's
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boxwood diamonds enclosing them. In the center of the
yard, a circle of boxwood containing a large stone urn, chipped and

little

shaped by hand, very crude, very functional and very beautiful.
Red poppies grow in the circle. Yellow button-top weeds and
yellow dandelions grow in the spaces between the paving stones,

somewhat

lighter in color than the walls, but not incompatible.

Generations have walked to the urn, and walked back, have
walked the quadrangle under the arches, the stone steps and
paving stones. But none does now. Only the maintenance supervisor,

whose

now and
out

its

hawk
cat.

office

then.

in the east

is

Down here, where

daily routine, every

sailed

wing, unbalances the solitude

door

the heart of the order tapped
locked but one. Just now, a

is

over toward the lake, mewling and meowing

The swallows shrieked and subsided,

their

scending and climbing the walls as they drag the
truck pulls up the
adjoining

field.

shadows de-

air for food.

A

Weed-Eater coughs and stops in the
Quietness
Stillness
Cheep of baby
hill, a

.

.

.

.

swallows somewhere out of sight. Weeds
breeze. Poppies,

like a

hooded and cowled, nod

Lisp and swish of a swallow's wing.

The only unlocked door

.

.

bow

in the small

noontime doze.
have trod

in their

Have

trod,

.

.

.

Twenty walled-in
burial slots in the walls, nine each on two sides and two in the
north wall. On the south wall, the only window has a painting,
very faded, of

a

leads to the crypt.

monk

holding the Baby Jesus on his lap over it.
small stone altar, just large enough to hold

Under the window, a
the bodies that were lowered from the church above through the
hole

-

now

sealed over

—

in

the ceiling a short while before

entombment. Each of the twenty tombs is sealed by a slab of
hand-hewn, grey stone, the same stone the mountains around
here are made of, the same stone the stairs, the lintels, the door
jambs, the window sills and archway sills are made of. At the top
of each slab, a skull and crossbones looks out, a cross on top of
the
each painted there, not enfrescoed. Most of the information painted below the skulls has eroded from dampness,
but sevskull,

eral dates

can

— 1761, 1790, 18 something — and a
Giovanni da Bellano one — and one anonymous

still

be read

name or two
tomb is legible: Un

is

Pellegrino da Lecco (A Pilgrim from Lecco).
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One tomb, on the right in the north wall, differs from all the rest
— it has a skeleton painted on the slab. And that's all. They
recked his rod.

—

8 June/ Deluge. Whitecaps like ocean

beach ride
its

waves breaking on

a

down the lake under a north wind. Rain almost solid in

intent and descent. Lightning behind the cloud and shifting

mist-mass

like klieg lights

Tremendous and

shot on and off behind gauze drap-

from the thunder-throne.
One hour south of here the World Cup soccer tournament begins
today. Right where the storm rolls, down the lake, the battle, as
Miss Bishop said, now in another part of the field. Justin Kaplan
left this morning. Big rip in the social fabric. Yesterday at lunch
he told the story of two tanks, one Israeli, one Egyptian, that
eries.

rolling claps

Day War. The

collided during a battle in the desert during the Six

Egyptian driver climbed out with his hands over
repeating,
his

tank

"I

surrender,

at the

I

surrender."

The

Israeli

same time, rubbing the back

his

head,

climbed out of

of his neck and

mut-

tering, "Oi, whiplash."

Intense green stretch-marks over the lakeskin where the tide

currents slide just under the surface after
of storms that has
us.

A

black pigeon

side the

is

GMH's

—

One of a series

strolling in the rain along the roof tiles out-

window, now

out.

storm.

tumbled and fulminated out of the Alps behind

on the ridge line of
head as though the sun

scruffily getting wetter

the building, jerking and bobbing his

were

a

Here comes the hard

stuff again.

And

there he goes.

death day, 101 years ago.

12 June/False neon of afternoon, crow

bare-branched

at

lake's edge,

greencap and whitecap. Inside,

in the

Chinese pine

seagull and pigeon skim over

in

the cloister yard, three sundials

shadow the hour against the church wall's south side. The hour
shadows me. shadow a lizard upside-down on the same wall. His
shadow shadows the world.
I

Along the grey stone walls going down to the village, tiny young
ferns have appeared, growing out of the moss and concrete, like
14

clusters of tangled, miniature green starfish

arms jutting from

the stones.

—

14 June/ Reading through the journals, one is constantly
has, and the absolute certainty of that
struck by the faith

GMH

faith: that

wave or

when he

series of

decides to describe something

waves,

a bird, a

landscape sweep

—

a leaf, a

— minutely or

through language, and
enter whatever it is he is describing; that the inscape is knowable
and tactile through language. That the heart of the mystery, the
pulse at the very unspeakable center of being, is apprehensible
through writing about it. Thus the lovingly, intricately laid down
musical strings of language. One no longer believes this is posparticularly,

he

is

able to transcend

it,

One more often now knows that the only answer to inscape
is silence. How marvellous, however, to see how the world once
seemed, how Adamic it all was before the word and the world
became separate. And the Word and the world became separate.
sible.

Crow shadows

climb the evergreens outside the window, tiny,

quick black crosses up, up and dissolve as the birds circle and
plane above the spruce and pine woods. Like moving imprints of
the Unholy Ghost, they rise and vanish so rapidly one is tempted
to think one didn't see them. But one did. One always has
.

.

.

— 15 June/ GMH has style, style to burn, onto-theological style.
one of the several reasons he continues to haunt us, both in
poems and in his prose. He has, in fact, great style. Great style

It is

his
is

transcendence and

flash. It

is

that

moment

of exscalation, that

moment when

the light of recognition and understanding, the
phosphorous-flare of perception renatures a thing. You find the
burn and you feed it. There is, as Hopkins said, the dearest fresh-

down things. True style exfoliates this into the sudden
glare of awareness. GMH's inscape, Joyce's epiphany,
Cezanne's
simultaneous presentation are all moments of exscalation. Great
style is like that, linked moments of exscalation down
the page
ness deep

not static and insular, the after-aura of rediscovery
flooding the thing in question. I'm talking about
poems here
fluid,

—

the after-aura spreading and interlocking, a retreating
radiance
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highlighting language and

excavations of

its

new combinations

and new geographies.

— 16 June/ Going down to the monastery from the Villa, you go
through the

two

olive orchard.

A

path of

flat

stones, approximately

foot square each (although they aren't square), paving

stones,

ground from the top

set in the

is

orchard. At the beginning of the descent, as

among

stone

the

more pedestrian and

dark grey, grainy rectangular stone.
cisely, a bas-relief

— engraved in

bottom of the
though an offering

to the

utilitarian ones,

It

has a carving

now worn

it,

is

a small,

— more pre-

almost smooth.

however. Probably part of a frieze on some building,
or even a cemetery decoration. It resembles
the figure
something,
fancy, of Gwan Yin, the Chinese goddess often
depicted with flowing drapery falling away from her. Her body,
in the Italian sunlight and rain, sentinel of the track through the
sacred olive grove, each season growing smaller and less defined,
her amphora-like figure so still, so still this morning in the first
Still visible,

—

—

I

summer

day-haze.

Our Lady

Interesting to

me

own poems

music

to

that

of the Olives.

GMH set, or said he set, only two of his

— "Hurrahing in Harvest" and "Spring and

—

from a total of some twenty-seven settings there are
either music for or mention of, given the aggressive 'musical'
base he advertised as grounding his poems. Perhaps they were
Fall"

written for instruments that don't exist yet.
gotten.

From
As
but

I

would love

Sibyl's Leaves."

have heard

Uh huh

.

Billie

it's

interesting to see

its

own

it

in

— "Poetry

writing
is

for-

Holliday sing "Spelt

.

.

for poetry and speech and meaning:

"Poetry and Verse")
for

to

Or have been

.

.

.

one knew

(in a little

this already,

piece entitled

speech framed to be heard

sake and interest even over and above

its

interest of

speech only employed to carry
and therefore the
the inscape of speech for the inscape's sake

meaning

.

.

.

(Poetry

is

in fact

—

inscape must be dwelt on)."

Seagulls drifting over, backlit by the sun
16

— their wings translu-

wing back-feathers translucent, as they balance and
topiary.
right themselves over the hemlocks and evergreen
Strangely unplaced, their black wing-centers trailed by pinions
flamed out like a shining, they circle, lazy boomerangs, in their
cent, or

fiery gyres.

— 17 June/ I've watched a lizard patrol the sunny edge of a boxminutes now. Back and forth, never
venturing into the shadow, occasionally stopping suddenly to
rub, vigorously, his forelegs against the ground. Is he hunting?

wood hedge

for about 45

He never, that could see, found anything. Is he ranging his territory? What is it that lizards do, little sticks, little swift sticks, belly
to the ground, taking the sun this Sunday? They hold the world
I

together, that's what.

— 18 June/ Excursion yesterday to the upper end of the lake to see
two churches, one the Abbazia at Fiona and the other S. Maria
is
a seminary abbey
del Tiglio in Gravedona. The Abbazia

—

—

On

11th century, but modernized into indiscrimination.

the

grounds, behind the church, the Cistercian brothers have built a

miniature replica of the grotto at Lourdes.

On

Sunday,

as yes-

terday was, crowds

come to sit in the shade of the giant cypress in

front of the shrine

— a shrine, in fact, that consists of a bank of

and a candle is
turned on
all day. Families with the physically unfortunate
member
a Downs Syndrome child, a legless and armless
brother, a disturbed daughter
sit quietly, hoping, I suppose,
for some magic radiation out of the mortar and stone. For the

electric candles inside the fake grotto; insert a coin

—
—

—

afflicted.

Has

it

Or, more probably, for themselves, to lighten the load.

come

to this?

Of course

it

has

—

it

has always

come

to

was more authentically preserved.
Also 11th century, they solved the modernization problem by
this

.

.

.

building a

S.

Maria

del Tiglio

new church

next door

in

the 1800s, thus avoiding the

layering that has bastardized the Abbazia. In
trip;
foil

even the

ice

cream was mediocre

to take us back

down

Outside the window,

as

all,

a

disappointing

we waited for the hydro-

the lake.

in a fern

clump, an almost perfect replica of
17

the Janus face in the leaves' configuration.

Or

the Devil's visage.

At the right time, in the right circumstances, I could declare a
vision, etc., and set up shop. As it is, it is only the physical world,
as

it

always does, trying to jump-start the imagination. The

morning begins

to settle itself across the lake,

warm

breast,

bright wings.

— June, 1990/Bellagio

IS

Gerald Stern

SOME THOUGHTS
One of the things

love best in poetry

I

is

the earnest argument. In

the poet offers a position, and makes a claim, as if his life
depended on the truth of his discovery, as if, really, he wasn't
truly interested in such an absurd thing as the sweetness or

it,

beauty of language, as if, indeed, that were the farthest thing
from his mind, as if he only wanted to be heard for the logic of his
statement. There are hundreds of

every

poems

like this

poem "presents an argument." But

certain

is

argument

certain poets

an example of an earnest poet.
is

— and

— possess that "earnestness" more than others.

poems

Stevens

and, in a sense,

nominal, even though

the music counts most. Williams,
ideas seriously

—

I

mean

it

think, in him, the

I

presents

itself as real,

on the other hand, takes

at the first level. It

—

is

not

a

and
his

question of

—

or better
worse
he is earnest. Pound is earnest too, and Ginsburg,
than that
mostly, and Levertov. Creely, on the other hand, and Levine, for
example, engage in earnest argument. Merwin is earnest. In no
way is it a question of music vs. content. Not this argument.

him indulging

arguments

it is

—

—

I

in earnest

have an idea that

physical.

I

am

And have an
I

partly talking about irony and the metaidea that the sonnet, of

all

forms, most

argument, as I describe it. That is
because the sonnet, probably more than any other form, carries
another music with it. It is the supreme lyric. There were

aptly conducts the earnest

attempts, of course, to use the sonnet

— and the lyric — as dra-

matic and political vehicles, but the form

Who could imagine Neruda
or

in this

then didn't work.

attacking the United Fruit

Pound attacking the Jews

It is

itself

in

Company

sonnet form?

connection that Hopkins' sonnets must be considered.

mean to say that they are not vital, or critically important,
or alive with belief. They are as vital and important now as when

I

don't

they were written. But they are earnest arguments. "God's
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Grandeur"

simultaneously an argument for the constant
presence, power, perhaps aloofness, of God, and an argument,
is

awkwardly put, for the identity of God with nature. It is
awkward, mostly, because it is not a pantheistic argument. Hopalbeit

kins merely replaces the

and

name

God with

of

the

name

of Nature

go at that. It is as if, thinking of the unending forgiveness of God, or the unending energy, what he calls "grandeur,"
he translates that into the exhaustless power and resources of
lets

it

nature, as a late nineteenth century observer, a good "modern"

would see nature. Although sometimes, when I read the
poem, I think it is more gnostic in intent, and what he calls
"nature" is the forgiving aspect of God, the "Christ" aspect, only
in Hopkins the forgiving aspect is feminine; it is motherly and
reader,

inexhaustible, and

because

it is

forgiving

it is

inexhaustible

motherly, and

finally,

it is,

a technical level,

the

octave, just as

it is

the

sestet

always does

it

in

redemption and transformation
a

were

life-and-death matter.
the

in

the holy ghost that

octave,

There

the physics
his

that

that redeems and transforms

the sonnet, only in this case the

is

not just literary and linguistic.

The generations

that are stuck, as

that have "trod and trod and trod,"

whose

are "shod," are liberated by "the dearest freshness deep
things."

is

— and giving — mother.

On

It is

— or endlessly forgiving —

is

is,

I

think, a

little

conventional.

it

feet

down

originality in the theology even

if

wonderful about the poem

is

What

is

earnestness coupled with his naivete. Thus his earnestness,

though

it

resembles Yeats and Shakespeare

the obvious and even the primitive, to

in its ability to regain

make statements about

no one had ever been there before, has the additional
quality of encountering his own most powerful beliefs, even if
they are quirky, through the very earnestness of his language.
Thus the purpose of his argument is not only poetry, or not just
things as

poetry,

I

would

if

it is

prayer.

like to

suggest, therefore, that this

— survives, and

poem

— and others

held in such awe, because of the earnestness of his belief. That is an odd and ridiculously Victorian term
to apply to belief, but it is perfectly appropriate to Hopkins. His

like
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it

is

perhaps his neurosis, made

isolation, his innocence,

possible

it

his
to be unselfconsciously '"earnest. I am sorry for
unhappiness, but we are lucky to have the poetry, for it is unstint-

for

him

ingly great.

Most

poem

lovers of this

—

— and they are

all

lovers rather than

overwhelmed, by the last two
lines, coming as they suddenly do to both change and regain the
subject. They seem an unexpected gift; or, on second thought, it s
not the last two lines but the last eight words, or the last three
the third from the last word, the word "ah,"
truly
words or
that in its personalization of the experience, even its interruption
of the action, simultaneously detached and passionate and deeply
admirers

are excited, indeed

—

—

human, so moves the reader. At any rate, God's grandeur, that
which can only be powerful and distant, is suddenly converted to
the nurturing, kind, half-mammalian, half-angelic holy ghost.
Theologically they are the same, of course, but logically,

may

if I

presume, and, more importantly, poetically, they are quite
ferent. They are, at the very least, masculine vs. feminine.

I

have always deeply loved Hopkins' sonnets. I read them so

in

my early twenties that

I

discover

now — in my sixties

know most of the main ones by heart, though
and there

in the rendering.

never, as a Jew,
disbelief.

felt

I

dif-

much

— that

I

err a little bit here

For one reason or another,

I

have

any distance from them, or any skepticism or

That may be because Hopkins

is

making demands only

on himself, or because he does not exclude others, or because I
am persuaded by the honesty, the authenticity and the lack of

—

politics,

or because

I

am

so

moved by

the beauty of the language

and the efficiency of the argument that

though

I

deur,"

believe in

I

don't think that's the case.

the

warm

I

overlook the theology,

When

I

read "God's Gran-

How difEliot. How

breast and the bright wings.

from the religious poetry of T. S.
excluded I feel from that. How tiny is the world he admits and
under what preposterous conditions. How courageous and uni-

ferent this

is

versal and holy

is

the spirit of Hopkins.
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FELIX
Felix

Randal the

Who

have watched

he dead then? my duty all ended.
mould of man, big-boned and

farrier,

his

O

RANDAL

is

hardy-handsome
Pining, pining,

till

time

when

reason rambled

Fatal four disorders, fleshed there,

all

in

it

and some

contended?

mended
Being anointed and all; though a heavenlier heart began some
Months earlier, since I had our sweet reprieve and ransom
Tendered to him. Ah well, God rest him all road ever he
Sickness broke him. Impatient he cursed

at first,

but

offended!

This seeing the sick endears them to us, us too

My

it

endears.

tongue had taught thee comfort, touch had quenched thy

tears.

Thy

tears that touched

my

heart, child, Felix, poor Felix

Randal;

How

far

from then forethought

of, all

thy

more boisterous

years.

When

thou

at

the

random grim

forge, powerful amidst peers.

Didst fettle for the great grey drayhorse his bright and
battering sandal!
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David Young

SURPRISED BY GRIEF
There are many characteristics of Hopkins that still put
readers off, I suspect. He is uncompromising in his demands on
us, resolute in his distinctiveness. It seems sometimes that he
cannot resist yet another alliteration, yet another internal
rhyme,

until

he appears to be

own

a

kind of poetic over-achiever, pa-

from under the burden of his religiosity,
high Victorian Roman Catholwhich certainly comes in a form
icism
that many readers no longer find sympathetic or interesting. And yet the spell of his language and the power of his
experiments with lyric form and design remain fresh and daring
a century after. No serious working poet can afford ignorance of
the way in which Hopkins expanded the expressive possibilities
of English. He taught us to see more closely and clearly, and to
translate that observation into poetic imagery, and he taught us
to hear more acutely, both the sounds of the natural world and the
inherent music of speech. That he had gifts as a visual artist and
as a composer comes as no surprise. That he also had a unique
command of what we might call historical poetics is worth noting
rading his

talent

—

—

too.

Just

when you

say "scape''

think you have glimpsed the scope

—

I

might

— of Hopkins' achievement, he will surprise you. You

suddenly have

break-through with the movement or
design of that most remarkable of mature debuts, "The Wreck of
the Deutschland." Or you will discover, as I recently did, a prewill

a

viously unglimpsed psychological acuity. This is an authority we
assign to Browning or Eliot or Dickinson, while we think of Hopkins as mainly concerned with landscapes and religious ecstasy.

But I can use the sonnet "Felix Randal," a relatively late poem, to
demonstrate just how penetrating Hopkins' command of human
experience and emotion became.
especially important to distinguish poet from speaker in
this instance. It is true that the poem's speaker is a
priest, one
It is

whose experience rather

poem

is

closely

matches Hopkins' own. But the

clearly intended to be a portrait of the priest's discovery
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own

of his

contains a degree of objectification that
self-portraiture does not possess. Drawing on his own insights
feelings.

It

man whose profession has
own emotions in a way that makes their

and experiences, Hopkins depicts

him from

distanced

his

sudden manifestation

a

The result is masterful, and not
a little problematic: the reader must decide, in effect, how much
the poem is about the farrier and how much about the priest, and
precisely where its complex sequence can be said to take us.
We come in on the thoughts and speech of the priest at the
a surprise.

moment when he

precise

hears of his parishioner's death. His

reactions are first a bit perfunctory

then self-referential
put us

off.

The

— "my duty

first

may

— "O

all

is

he dead then?"

— and

ended." Both responses can

strike a reader as callous, the second

may seem egotistical. But it takes only a little sympathy, or a little
familiarity with the psychology of those who minister to the
dying, to recognize the necessity and humanity of the response.
If

the priest (or the doctor or the nurse, for that matter)

responded rawly to the death of each
patient, he

would never get through

He must insulate

visited parishioner or

his day, his

week,

his year.

himself emotionally in order to survive, and he

("my duty all
ended") as necessity and the changing situation dictate. Hopkins
would of course have fully understood this from his own parish

must shoulder and discard

work

in

Liverpool,

cially in light of

his responsibilities

work he found hard

to inure himself to, espe-

the poverty, illness and despair

brought him

it

into daily contact with.

The phrase

that ends the first line turns out not to be a self-

contained statement but part of a second and
tion that takes the priest

through

a brief

much

longer ques-

history of Randal's

protracted suffering: the humiliating destruction of his strengh

and vigor,
literally

his delirium

we are meant

haven't been able to

mingled,
that

it

and the multiple nature of his

to take "fatal four disorders"

work

turns out, with

out).

The

relief of

relief at the

is

(how
something

illness

concluded duty

conclusion of

involved a long-drawn dwindling

—

I

a

is

suffering

the repetition of

and
the poem's simplest strong effects
became a kind of horrible feast by sickness: the disorders were
"fleshed" in the man, glutting themselves. The full quatrain
"pining"
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is

among

reduces and softens the apparent egotism of the priest's response.
The mental review of Randal's illness, apparently a kind of

news of the death,
The priest takes con-

involuntary checking of facts triggered by the

continues in the second half of the octave.
siderable satisfaction in the role he

was

able to play. His profes-

sional familiarity,

even overfamiliarity, with the

often administers

is

reflected in the "and all" that

The

"being anointed."

tacked on to

remembrance of his spiritual
process that was by no means steady

and consistent, gives the priest

a

complacency, as he recalls

a

is

he so

detailed

counseling of the farrier, a

almost

last rites

sense of professional pride,
it.

He

closes the second qua-

train with another perfunctory response, cast in vernacular

speech.

The idiom

reflects

Hopkins' great interest

including dialects and slang, but

ical

cultural

are meant,

I

language,

think, to under-

him" comes as much out of the priest's
background and upbringing as out of any theolog-

stand that this

own

we

in

"God

rest

doctrine.

Perhaps

spoken by

this

is

too fanciful, but

I

hear this whole octave

musing voice, rather like that of James Mason
or Cyril Cusack, and I imagine the priest crossing himself as he
utters

its

It is

that

a quiet,

closing sentiment.

part of the beauty of

all

this psychological portraiture

Hopkins makes the contours of poetic form embody

insights into

human

behavior.

An

his

sonnet has two large
parts that can also be subdivided, so that four distinct movements can emerge. The poet has used that possibility to create
Italian

four separate attemipts at conclusion by the priest. Because he
doesn't know he's uttering a sonnet, he keeps trying to put a lid

on

his

response to

death and go on to something else. We know,
of course, that he won't be able to do that until the form
has
fulfilled itself; the demands of traditional structure
become a
means of demonstrating how our own responses can distract us,
a

how questions resurface until we have fully dealt with them. The
the priest's attempts at closure is the full question
that
completes the first quatrain. Its rhetorical answer is
first of

supposed to
be yes, but the continuation of the poem
undermines the completeness and adequacy implied both by the death
and by the
"duty all ended." The second closure, a more
emphatic one.
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comes as the second quatrain rounds out the octave. By his '"God
rest him all road ever he offended/' the priest really does seem to
be trying to put an end to the matter. All the more fascinating,
then, to discover in the sestet that there is much more to think
about, reflect on, discover.

As the

sestet opens, the priest

is

trying to

tion of generalization, "seeing the sick," and

move in

away from the

vidual and the particularities of his death. But he
at

such

takes

a theoretical level.

him

The question

of

the direc-

remain

fails to

who bonds

indi-

to

whom

right back to his relationship with Felix and to the dis-

covery that

a spiritual link

was formed between the two men

that

—

had considerable power for both of them. Men don't
or certainly didn't then
like to cry in front of each other. All the more
reason, then, for Felix's tears and his priest's wiping away of
them, to be the key that unlocks the muffled emotions of love and

—

friendship and brings the priest to his second, and

much more

man. The final line of this tercet is choppy
with the gathering emotion and full acknowledgement of grief
and
"child" and "Felix"
that culminates in two single words
then, like a full release, the whole name and the adjective that has
in effect been suspended since the poem opened. If read this line
out loud, with full attention to its emotional impact, I find that
my voice tends to break, and that breaking feels natural to the
movement and the power of the utterance.
That second naming makes for the most satisfactory conclutender,

naming

of the

—

—

1

sion so far, but there

is

one more turn

for the

poem

Every

to take.

ending has rhymed except "Randal"; there must be a rhyme
for that word too. What Hopkins has his priest do is attempt to
recreate an earlier Felix Randal, before the priest even knew him,

line

imagining him not just

in his pitiable state

but

in his

days of

strength, his physical prime. That attempt to reconstitute Felix
as a healthy farrier

becomes, given the

fact that this

is

a

poem,

something mythic and legendary. The means, as so often with
Hopkins, is a heightened attention to the archaic meanings that
still

inhere

world for
still
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in

us, a

the language.

They can invoke an

ancient, heroic

world of archetypes and magical utterances that

present under the surface

if

we

attend to etymologies.

is

Thus

"random/' which used to mean "violent," and which derives
ultimately from an Old High German word for a shield, or a
shield's edge, invokes the first forgers of weapons even as it car-

more modern sense of "haphazard" and its relatively rare
sense of "neglected." The second adjective for the forge, "grim,"
is no less carefully chosen; its origins stretch back through Old
Norse words for grief, hostility and enmity, and perhaps on back

ries its

words for crashing, neighing and thunder. Its
cousins include words like "chagrin," "grimace," and "grumble."
Knowing how deeply interested Hopkins was in his language's
history and etymologies, it is not fanciful to assume that these
to

Greek and

Slavic

considerations were factors in his choice of diction.

know whether Hopkins knew the Middle English alliterative poem about blacksmiths that begins: "Swarte smeked
smethes, sm.attered with smoke,/ Drive me to deth with den of
here dintes!" Probably he did. In any case, he certainly knew that
I

don't

was another means he could use to invoke the sense
of a lost, heroic past. The final tercet increases alliteration's
already significant role in the poem. "Powerful amidst peers" and
"How far from then forethought of," not to mention "bright and
battering," sound as though they might have come straight out
of Middle English or Old English poems about heroes and warriors. They add to our sense that the final three lines intensify
the mythic and archetypal meanings of the poem.
Around the middle of the eighteenth century, considerably
predating Wordsworth and other romantics, various artists,
alliteration

began to give a new meaning to the
value of rural life and everyday labor through depictions of harvesting, smithing, and similar activities that were at once realistic
and eulogizing. One thinks of painters like Wright of Derby or
especially visual artists,

Joseph Stubbs

when looking

for a precedent for Hopkins' chiaros-

curo portrait of a working blacksmith.
think the total effect
lighting

it

and

a point

is

I

say chiaroscuro because

I

of a dark space with the gray horse dimly

or ray of light emanating from the picture's

very center, the newly forged and glittering horseshoe being

hammered
leg.

into place

on the great creature's

patient,

doubled-up

There's a secondary association, perhaps, with the

way

that
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the drayhorses' shoes must have struck sparks on the Liverpool
cobblestones as they went about their business of freight and
delivery.

These sudden manifestations of light are central

They stand

poetry.
itself

known

for epiphany, theophany, divinity

world.

in this

and climaxes of

to Hopkins'

He makes them

making

the thrilling centers

and they carry a formidable charge of
meaning and emotion. Here the sparking and glittering horseshoe corresponds imagistically to the priest's discovery of his

own

his lyrics

tenderness and love for his

lost

human emotion shows him

parishioner and friend. As

most godlike, a kind of
moral and spiritual glory, so the visual world has its equivalent
moments of thrilling beauty when we witness, Hopkins felt, the

that

at his

presence of the creator. Thus the
inscape,

is

priest's essential being, his

realized in his piercing emotion, while Randal's

recalled in the

way beauty and

its

is

underlying meaning, divinity,

suddenly emerge from his grim, random, unlovely occupation.

The two
tion

poem finally to a state of realizaTwo men have been celebrated, twinned,

revelations bring the

and completion.

and death, and through the
imagination that has designed the sequence of the poem. It isn't
just that the word "Randal" must rhyme with the priestly word
"sandal." It's that the farrier Randal must rhyme with the priest

rhymed, through their relation

who

in life

remember and fully understand him.
A good friend, whose judgment admire, says he can never
fully love a poem in which a horseshoe is characterized as a
is

trying to

I

sandal.

I

understand

his objection.

Hopkins

is

given to such risky

maneuvers, and they sometimes fail to persuade us. For me,
"sandal" not a problem. It seems to come both from the heroic
world of myth and from the biblical literature the priest would be

most comfortable with. Its etymology may be Persian, a word for
a skiff, and don't think a shoe that is mainly a sole is an extravaI

way of thinking about a horseshoe. If my friend reads the
poem only through the first tercet of the sestet, he has a very

gant

satisfying and largely complete portrait of a priest's mental

sequence, discovering his love and surprised by his
lacks, of course,

2S

is

the

moment when

work, as

grief.

What he

embodied

in the

occupations of priest and blacksmith, finds

and celebration. There's
enabled to go on with his
the dead

Or

man

justification

which the priest is
and work by rhyming himself with

a sense,
life

its full

I

think, in

as faithful laborer.

three-way rhyme, involving the horse as well.
Having been shod, the workhorse can go on with its mundane
but mysterious existence. Like the horse, the priest can continue
call it a

his journey.

The way

is

mythic, but

sandal, like a horseshoe. Unlike

move

the one that

my

it

also ordinary, like a

is

friend,

I

find that the poem's

That bright and battering image, that moment at the forge, leaves me thrilled and
helpless. It concentrates the poem's meanings in a single gleam of
brilliance, transcending ordinary limitations of life and language.
It is Felix's reward, and the priest's, and the reader's.
final

is

I

can least

resist.
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SPELT

FROM

SIBYL'S

Earnest, earthless, equal, attuneable,

LEAVES
vaulty,

|

voluminous
Evening strains

.

.

.

stupendous

to be time's vast,
\

womb-of-all, home-of-all,

hearse-of-all night.

Her fond yellow hornlight wound to the west, her wild
hollow hoarlight hung to the height
|

Waste; her earliest stars, earl-stars,

overbend

stars principal,
|

us.

Fire-featuring heaven. For earth
|

dapple

is

at

an end,

her being has unbound, her

as-

aswarm, all throughther,
quite
steeped and pashed
Disremembering, dismembering

stray or

in throngs;

self in self
|

—

all

|

me

now. Heart, you round

right

Our evening

With:
will

end

is

over us; our night

[

whelms, whelms, and

us.

Only the beak-leaved boughs dragonish damask the toolsmooth bleak light; black.
Ever so black on it. Our tale, O our oracle! Let life, waned, ah
let life wind
Off her once skeined stained veined variety upon, all on two
|

|

|

spools; part, pen, pack

Now

her

all

in

two

flocks,

two

folds

— black white;

wrong; reckon but, reck but, mind
But these two; ware of a world where but these

right,
|

two

tell,

|

off the other; of a rack

Where, selfwrung, selfstrung, sheathe- and shelterless,
thoughts against thoughts in groans grind.
I
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each

Lee

Upton

'TOSREMEMBERING, DISMEMBERING"

the night as

Leaves" Gerard Manley Hopkins sees
cancelling the variety of the world and prefiguring

God's

judgment. The very stars

In "Spelt

final

from

Sibyl's

in

the "Fire-featuring

With the onset of night,
Hopkins is thrust into contemplation of the most torturous
aspects of his theology, for the night that "will end us," the night

heaven"

foretell ultimate destruction.

must be rehearsed each evening.
the poem's opening — a form of eloquently slowed stutter

of God's final judgment,
In

work

("Earnest, earthless, equal, attuneable")

—

the evening

overcome the multiplicitous world that Hopkins so

strains to

often celebrates.

A

stone-like and deathly mother, the night

would prove "womb-of-all, home-of-all, hearse-of-all." Like the
pagan sibyl or Eve, this vast night introduces self-consciousness.
This mad mother, overwhelming the sense of sight, threatens to
absorb all being, just as light itself has been absorbed and the
earth's "being has unbound."
Like the sibyl, Hopkins reads a prophecy in nature. As the
evening forecloses visibility, so too all physical and spiritual
properties appear reduced, prefiguring the terrifying judgment
of God. What can matter more than morality when the "dapple"
of nature will be shattered and perdition awaits the immoral?
"The beakleaved boughs dragonish" suggest the actual leaves of
nature as frighteningly transformed, indeed, rendered diabolical.

The

poerni

progresses as nightfall

itself

progresses, evoking a

more oppressive spiritual darkening. Hopkins' images
blackness then make way for an image of two spools separ-

gradually
of

ating "black, white" and "right,

wound as

wrong." All variety

is

reduced,

threads upon these two spools dividing the saved from

the damned. "Selfwrung, selfstrung, sheathe- and shelterless,"

the mind agonizes in

poem

is

its hell,

separated from God. As such, the

poised treacherously between Hopkins' most com-

and

—

most agonizing beliefs
his attachment
to the plenitudinous natural world and his theology in which a
wrathful God punishes sinners and destroys earth itself.
Significantly, reading "Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves" is an expepelling desires

his
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word

rience of repetition, each

marking

recalling us to a previous word,

our frustration, our exhilaration, and finally our
acknowledgment of Hopkins' very despair. The mind presented
at the poem's conclusion must repetitively strain against itself,
off

"thoughts against thoughts

groans grind." As readers we must
laboriously and slowly "spell out" the poem's meaning. The

fragmentary language

in

itself

resembles the leaves that we,

like

Cumae, must read. Spawning variants,
compound words reveal a mind anxiously compounded upon
itself. The poem, then, is a confrontation for Hopkins with "Our
the ancient oracle of

tale"

— not only the tale of single mortality and the punishment

of individual sinners but the ultimate mortality of

all

living

things.

from Sibyl's Leaves" could hardly differ more from
"Hurrahing in Harvest"
the earlier poem exultant, its speaker
engaged in seeking Christ in the natural world. Amid "the lovely
"Spelt

—

behavior

of silk-sack clouds," a freshening beauty prompts

/

courage: "The heart rears wings bold and bolder

O

him,

/

And

hurls for

him off under his feet." The loss of
and only momentary. And yet Hopkins reveals

half hurls earth for

bearings

is

a joy that

partial

so bodily that

is

it

uproots both the earth of the savior

and of the speaker's body.
It is

summon
from

in

moment

of nearly airborne

freedom that

I

contrast to the earthbound despair encased

wish to

in "Spelt

poem Hopkins reverses his
sustained work in language must

Sibyl's Leaves." In the later

exultant
call

this

movements — as

for a reversal of tone

if

his

and approach,

a

"Disremembering,

dis-

membering." By negating the former direction of his processes
he would, however painfully and laboriously, refresh his sources
in

language.
In a letter to

Robert Bridges

in

1886, Hopkins describes

"Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves" as "the longest sonnet ever

no doubt the longest making."

In

another

made and

letter to Bridges

he

poem

be read with "loud, leisurely, poetical (not
rhetorical) recitation, with long rests, long dwells on the rhyme
advises that the

and other marked syllables and so on." Each line of eight feet is a
mark of will, a will that echoes the final harnessing of the mind.
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for this consciousness in despair
cesses.

The poet

difficult

lid.

is

like a

must focus upon

man who

its

own

pro-

labors to close a particularly

Nevertheless, the sonnet

may

not be sealed; a

strained groan issues from the poem, the plates of the unrelieved

mind grating upon one another. Hopkins presents warring tensions between grace and perdition, day and night, and between
his rapturous attachment to the beauties of the world and his
torturous belief in the ultimate wrath of his God. The mind on "a
rack" in hell after death or on "a rack" in hell within life is restricted to feeding upon its own limited and frustrated energies.

God does

we are
image that may

not appear at the sonnet's conclusion; instead

—

met with the agonized and isolated mind
an
seem ultimately modern to us.
That Hopkins anticipates later literature is

a critical

com-

monplace. His sinewy delineations of despair, his obsessive
attention to words, his muscular tonal difficulty, his persistent
efforts to

contend with an ideology

than ever compelling

in

the midst of

—

these effects are

some

more

of the placidity and

shapelessness that periodically threaten our poetry. Hopkins

would revive the withered poetic line and rupture the facile equation through "skeined stained veined variety." And that he
would both exult and despair with such violence makes him more
than ever

a

provocative poet.
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(CARRION COMFORT)
Not,

ril

not, carrion comfort. Despair, not feast

on

thee;

—

slack they may be — these last strands
Not untwist
In me or, most weary, cry 1 can no more. I can;

Can something,
But ah, but

O

of

man

hope, wish day come, not choose not to be.

thou

Thy wring-world

terrible,

why

wouldst thou rude on

right foot rock? lay a lionlimb against

me
me?

scan

With darksome devouring eyes

O

in

turns of tempest,

my

me heaped

bruised bones? and fan,

there;

me

frantic to avoid

thee and flee?

Why? That my

chaff might

fly;

my

grain

lie,

Nay in all that toil, that coil, since (seems)
Hand rather, my heart lo! lapped strength,

I

sheer and clear.

kissed the rod.
stole joy,

would

laugh, cheer.

Cheer

whom

though? The hero whose heaven-handling flung

me, foot trod

Me?

or

me

fought him?

O which one?

is it

each one? That

night, that year

Of now done darkness

my
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God.

I

wretch

lay wrestling with

(my God!)

Dennis Schmitz

CARRION COMFORT
Hopkins was part of

poems

my

Catholic education

specifically but also the contradictory

— not only his

nature of the spir-

development. The 'Terrible sonnets" ("Carrion Comfort" is
one of them) are the perfection of his art and his humanity. He
seems as resolute in his sacrifice for order as Rimbaud, his conitual

—

temporary, was for disorder

—

affinities

and alone

as

another contemporary, Emily

seems

as rarefied

by opposition

he

Dickinson.

How and where are humans to find God, and in finding God,
become worthy to address God? Catholic ascetic practice for
some centuries seemed based on programmatic self-negation

—

admitting to unworthiness. This practice could lead to the self-

abandonment
it,"

or

it

of Jesus' paradox:

"He who

loses his life shall find

could lead to self-hatred and spiritual automatism, in

making one work harder and harder at being unworthy. It
was a religious method that often became a point of view, making
the Catholic's burden an oppressive but undefined sense of guilt.
Hopkins converted from the official religion of his class,
Anglicanism, to a minority religion, became a Jesuit priest, a posieffect

tion of exclusion, isolated except with reference to the difficult
ideals of the strict priestly

vows

of poverty, chastity

order (the Jesuits, for example, had

and obedience and required

a fifteen

year period of spiritual testing, education and service before
ordination).

If

sanctity can be reached by labors of the will,

kins would've been a saint. But will had
trations

do with

to

his minis-

— he spent a few years in parish work and didn't seem

very good at

it;

his teaching often

was

scrupulosity in reading papers and in

was too

little

Hop-

brilliant for the jobs

burden because of his
preparing lectures. Hopkins
a

he had but too devoted to them to

redirect his energy entirely to poetry.

He

also

thought

his reli-

gious ideal forbade the puffery and self-aggrandizment of publication.

The

friendship with Robert Bridges merely gave

permission to write.
priest (at least in

able to

frame

a

He never questioned

any form

him the

that he should be a

as public as a letter);

he didn't seem

question of any sort without reference to his spir-
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itual concerns.

His despair too

religious,

is

and

his

answer to

it is

religious as well.

'Tet

Hopkins wrote in his "Meditations on
Hell,'^ a series of notes using the models for meditation suggested
by Ignatius Loyola, the founder of the Jesuits, in his Spiriiual Exercises, "we are our own tormentors, for every sin we then shall
have remorse and with remorse torment and the torment fire."
Th is is the way he might refer to the flames of his own
all

consider

this,''

’

scrupulosity.

Hopkins wrote extensive notes
Exercises itself;
life

commentary on Spiritual

the "terrible sonnets" written near the end of his

some

repeat

for a

of concerns of the commentary.

who

encourages the person

is

Ignatius

meditating to experience the

matter of the meditation through the senses

— each of the senses

running commentary the person makes, almost a
self-hypnosis, a series of little dramas. This process is similar to

is

evoked

the

stages of writing, imaging, which has

two

functions:

describing the thing itself as present, and

attributing,

initial

deriving,

in a

which uses

figures,

metaphor. Hopkins the priest could apply the

method to the advantage of Hopkins the poet, though metaphor
is not mere substitution. Maybe meditative practices helped — in
any

came. Trusting the world required

case, the poetry

reservation

—

mental

a

thus, his small production in his later

life

(he

denied the notion of career) as writer.

"Carrion Comfort" has
despair.

It is

one of

also

tions the form.

The

my

all

the

drama

favorite sonnets for the

announces, the second

is

in

the

first line

—

the

it

is

first

quesin

the

"not"

the emphatic (the contraction "I'lL'pre-

pares for the emphasis), the third "not"
is

way

passion, the fear of self-betrayal

word "not" used three times

because "feast"

of Hopkins' religious

is

the least emphatic

the self-reviling emphasis here. Obviously, the

speaker has done more than nibble

at despair.

"Carrion" and

—

the line has balance because of the
tandem
situation of these complementary terms. Part of the urgency of

"feast" are cruel in

delivery in Hopkins' poems, and this one in particular,

is

the

asymmetry, the hesitations, interruptions, the second thoughts
of idiomatic speech as knotty, flagrant and full of self as Shakespearean dialogue.
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It's

impossible not to say the accumulating

feelings of the

poem, impossible not

to be pulled

on

to finish the

thought.

seems here) allows for the
what the order is we disorderly, progressive presentation
cover as we go. The '"not" repeated four times sets up a defensive,
a reluctant, negative stance in the first two lines. What an intuiand an
tively right line-break from the first to the second line

The sonnet format (how elastic

it

—

—

odd pun ("not untwist") before the parenthetical "slack they may
be," which is another of those interruptions which will prepare
for the emphasis ("strands" in this case). Hopkins also varies the
length of his syntactic units to slow or speed up the delivery in a
kind of counterpoint to the pattern of alliteration. Read aloud

from "these

strands

last

— notice the pace.

.

."

The three

and four are an attempt

how

.

at

in line

two

the positive, at self-motivation. Notice

the headlong urgency of the fourth line

The pattern

of "not" and "can"

series of questions (stanzas

realization,
tling

ending with

with (my God!)

my

end of line three

repetitions of "can" in lines three

double negative "not choose not to be"

two and

is

—

still

is

stopped by the

a defensive stance.

paralleled by the strategic

four) that

come

in

spurts of

triumphant "... I wretch lay wresGod." The whole of the last stanza is a
a

series of gaspings, realizations,
in

to the

shouts ("that year") culminating

the emotional, breath-depleting double-alliterations of the

final line.

What power

in

the run of the line, the

the parenthetical "(my God!)" to stop

power

of the echo in underlining the

realization.

Christ (the "hero") has put Hopkins through feats of despair
worse than those undergraduate regimens of fasting and minor
heroics

some twenty years before

at

Oxford when he wrote

to

his father to explain his

do not pray to

Him

in

conversion to Catholicism: "those who
His Passion pray to God but scarcely to

The whole of his adult life, not just "That night, that
year," was wrestling.
The process of winnowing that is the central image of the
poem incorporates both the notion of beating and the notion of
Christ."

fanning

(to free

grain from chaff).

When the process is done, the

run of verbs ("Lapped strength, stole joy, would laugh, cheer")
ending the stanza makes the reader breathless with relief.
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the use of questions to set up the separate movements
of the two stanzas of the sestet. I like the use of introductory
like

I

"'buzz words'" at the beginning of each stanza ("Not," "But,"

"Why," "Cheer")

as

another framing device.

When Hopkins

is

unsuccessful, he works too hard, as in the abandoned religious

poems he mentions to Bridges or in other poems as overwrought

Comments on religious
." or "for God punorientation "We are our own tormentors
ishing him through his own guilty thoughts made him seem to
and

artificial as

mechanical nightingales.

.

.

suffer in the part that had offended" ("Meditations on Hell")

might very well be about writing and be added to his remark to
I have of myself made verse
Bridges on his poetic fatigue: ".
.

.

laborious."

No

poet drew

more from language

One

— each poem

is

a

work-

Hopkins making choices
based mostly on syntactic and aural cues he gives himself, cues at
patterning, echoes at the periphery of meaning. "My verse is less
shop

in

the writing process.

sees

to be read than heard," he writes to Bridges,

that

is

the

rhythm

is

so."

Hearing

his

".

.

.

it is

oratorical,

poems, being astonished by

the rightness of the patterning, at the rhetorical chances he
takes, is the particular pleasure of Hopkins' work. The joy for the

reader

is

to be raised to speak-as-a-great-speaker

generosity of soul, eloquence.

3 8

—

cri de coeur,

EPITHALAMION
Hark, hearer, hear what

I

do; lend a

thought now, make

believe

We

somewhere with the hood
Of some branchy bunchy bushybowered wood.
Southern dene or Lancashire dough or Devon cleave.
That leans along the loins of hills, where a candycoloured,
where a gluegold-brown
are leafwhelmed

Marbled river, boisterously beautiful, between
Roots and rocks is danced and dandled, all in froth and waterblowballs, down.
We are there, when we hear a shout
That the hanging honeysuck, the dogeared hazels in the cover
Makes dither, makes hover

And
Of,

the riot of a rout

it

must

Bathing:

be,

it is

boys from the town

summer's sovereign good.

By there comes

beckoned by the noise
unseen

a listless stranger:

He drops towards

the river:

Sees the bevy of them,

how

the boys

With dare and with downdolphinry and bellbright bodies
huddling out.

Are earthworld, airworld, waterworld thorough hurled,
turn and turn about.

all

by

This garland of their gambols flashes in his breast
Into such a sudden zest

Of summertime
That he hies to

joys

a pool

neighbouring; sees

it is

the best

There; sweetest, freshest, shadowiest;
Fairyland; silk-beech, scrolled ash, packed sycamore, wild

wychelm, hornbeam fretty overstood
By. Rafts and rafts of flake-leaves light, dealt
the

Hang

so,

painted on

air.

as

still

as

hawk

or

hawkmoth,

as the stars or as the

angels there.
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Like the thing that never

knew

Rose. Here he feasts: lovely

the earth, never off roots

No

all is!

more: off with

— down

he dings
His bleached both and woolwoven wear:
Careless these in coloured wisp
All

lie

tumbled-to; then with loop-locks

Forward

Over

forehead frowning,

falling,

lips crisp

finger-teasing task, his twiny boots

Fast he opens, last he offwrings
Till

walk the world he can with bare

And come where

lies a coffer,

his feet

burly

all

of blocks

Built of chancequarried, selfquained rocks

And

the water warbles over into, filleted with glassy grassy

quicksilvery shives and shoots

And with

heavenfallen freshness

down from moorland

still

brims.

Dark or daylight on and

on.

Here he

will then,

here he will the

fleet

Flinty kindcold element let break across his limbs

Long. Where

we

leave him, froliclavish, while he looks about

him, laughs, swims.

Enough now;
I

since the sacred matter that

should be wronging longer leaving

Upon
What

this
is

.

it

mean

to float

only gambolling and echoing-of-earth note
.

.

the delightful dene?

Wedlock. What

is

water? Spousal

love.

Father, mother, brothers, sisters, friends

Into fairy trees, wild flowers,

Ranked round the bower
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I

wood

ferns

—

Stanley Plumly

WHAT

'HEAR
Of the

sixty-five

I

DO'

of his that survive, the first four are

poems

categorized as "early poems," though they are, not surprisingly,
remarkably accomplished, while the final dozen are separated as

—

as in the last
unfinished or fragmentary, though in many ways
the best of them (#s 60, 62, 65)
poems of Shelley and Keats

—

point to greater openness and modernity of form, certainly
so than such achieved classics as

Fall."

what

"Epithalamion"

his friend

is

"The Windhover" and the

Wake to Feel" and "Spring
Hopkins' last numbered poem, and

abrupt "Pied Beauty" or the darker

&

more

"I

Robert Bridges says about

it is

revealing:

Four sides of pencilled rough sketches, and five sides of
quarto first draft, on 'Royal University of Ireland' candidates paper, as if G.M.H. had written it while supervising an examination. Fragments in disorder with
The text,
erasures and corrections; undated.
which omits only two disconnected lines, is my arrangement of the fragments, and embodies the latest corrections. It was to have been an Ode on the occasion of
.

his brother's marriage,

which

.

.

fixes the date as 1888.

me in this description. First, the fact that
as is much of Wallace Stevens, on the job

Several things appeal to
the

—

poem was

written,

Hopkins' Jesuitical assignment of "supervising an examina-

tion." Second, that, therefore, as per the distraction of the

moment, the poem

is

"fragments

corrections." Third, that the

in disorder

with erasures and

poem was meant

to be that poten-

most open and enlarging of lyric texts, an ode, a philosophic
poem. And fourth, that Bridges had to "arrange" the poem, when
in truth by the arrangement of its own narrative it is already a
sequence and within itself whole. The poem has other and
obvious properties and qualities as well, distinctions that suggest
tially

a

poet struggling with his established venue.

To me, the
cisely,

distinctions

— or perhaps,

to put

it

more

the extensions and corruptions of earlier successes

pre-

— are

what make "Epithalamion" valuable. Traditionally, Hopkins'
claim on modern attention has largely had to do with his applied

4

2

prosodic brilliance in concert with his platonic perception of an
ulterior, interior,

and

holistic reality

he called

inscape:

or, to

reverse the formula: that sense of a tentative inward fusion of
thought and feeling manifested in an outward harmony of

"'sprung^rhythm and sound texture

— the artful carnal word as

the signature of the wholeness of the

compounding
announces
it is

sonally

itself

The

modernist intensity of Hopkins' prosody is
not only self-fulfilling, it is
both Jesuitically and per-

involved.

that

of

The busy, brilliant
effects within a Hopkins' word or line virtually
to the reader, as if a kind of salesmanship were
spirit.

special

—

— self-abnegating. Readers who admired, in the 1950's,

the Metaphysical poets found in Hopkins yet another anachro-

nism to rescue into Modernism. They

still

do.

For Hopkins, though, perfection of the

poem became an

expression of his inherent imperfectibility as

a religious being.

Which makes the fragmentary imperfect work placed at the end
of his collection of poems all the more interesting. Hopkins, for

many

of us,

is

often a difficult poet to get close to

— not because

of any organic poetical difficulty but almost in spite of

it.

His

comments on rhythm, for example, serve as a bridge
between Wordsworth and Pound: "Rhythm is the most natural

theoretical

of things

....

of

common

speech and written prose." His

insights concerning inscape and instress anticipate the emotive

images of both the Symbolists and the Imagists. And as a poet
preoccupied with visual and vocal texture he provides an agreeable link between the gorgeousness of Keats and the concentration of Yeats. Yet the

occasionally

when

poems themselves enact an extremity

comes close

that

— for this reader — to parody, especially

the accents and image-clusters seem to instruct the expe-

rience ("Spelt from Sibyl's Leaves, ""That Nature

is

a

Heraclitean

Which, again, makes the last, "unfinished" efforts interesting: perhaps most of all as examples of the way poets break out
of the cloister-perfections of their self-absorption and success.
Fire").

How

right, then, that "Epithalamion," written in 1888, should

celebrate a wedding, the shared imagination, the specific capacities of the natural world, and its own failure to complete or perfect its form.
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As an experiment,
"Epithalamion''

is

less a

should also be no surprise that this

it

wedding song than

a

wedding

space, less

chant or dance or '"eccho ring," as Spenser calls his, than an
imitative structure, a built but natural bower as wedding
a

chamber. Its dene-as-bower, that is its invented natural public
setting becoming, in the course of the poem, a more intimate
private enclosure, is a wholly imagined event, a stated construct
of words, a fiction with characters.
find out at

its

The poem

overall acts, as

we

"conclusion," as a sort of emblem-allegory of the

transformation of the flesh of language into the word of the
spirit: at the center of the poem is the understanding that, once
articulated, nature

becomes the word

as

both feast and cere-

mony. Hopkins' dialectic may be paraphrastically familiar theology, but the energy and velocity of the writing, the assumption
of the bower-conceit of the poem, and the willingness of the

poem to delay its subject all help to give the piece its openness,
newness,

its

inventiveness.

"fragmentation."

What

is

Its chief

tension, in fact,

unusual here, for Hopkins,

poem depend less on a
mering, single moment — than on

eyes of the

lyric

mode

its

lies in its
is

that the

— a vital,

shim-

on the speaker's
sense of discovery of his own make-believe, and of time as a
series of moments within a larger continuum. The poem's irregularity, its sometime awkwardness, its commitment to scenic
action further underscore its reality, once the reader is ushered
into

its

world.

The speaker

believe," to trust,
as

on

narrative,

asks us to "hear

location,

where he

what
is

I

do," to

"make

going, inventing

he goes.

The unfinished "Epithalamion"
baiance, tilted

toward

is,

its verticality, its

therefore, a

poem

longitude, toward

off-

some

distant center of gravity, rather joyously lost in the pleasure of

its

own company. It is an ode fragment built on the allegorical secret
of

its

will

destination (not unlike Frost's "Directive"), even though

not half-arrive.

"We

it

are leafwhelmed

speaker, "lend a thouight now," as

if

somewhere," says the
he were a storyteller asking

us to suspend disbelief and follow. This could be, he continues,

any dene in England, north, south or west. And so we are
ushered into an artifice of nature. What is basic to the vision that
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developing, and basic to

is

word, to its

in a

sexual/nuptial implicatioins, basic,
believability, is that the two bathing scenes occur
its

sequence, in a cause-and-effect rather than a static order, and
that we, as readers and witnesses, become complicit in the plot
in

.

is

.

trusting narration over lyric assertion. Hopkins'"storyline"
also a way of narrowing the scale of the dene down to some.

thing like the intimacy of a bower

evoked

—

the boys from the

town

in their larger space, the listless stranger in a neigh-

boring, shadowier, sweeter, smaller space. Thus, having established one imaginary cleave, "'along the loins of hills," with its

"gluegold-brown/Marbled river," with its "hanging honeysuck"
and "dogeared hazels," the poet is able to focus on his true bower,
the sexual enclosure of "scrolled ash, packed sycamore, wild

wychelm, hornbeam fretty overstood/By."

In each of these

instances he has asked us to be corroborators, as

if

to

confirm the

natural and parallel world the details of the imagined one

from (which may account
places).

"We

with the

are there"

for the particularity of

first

with the

actual

"riot of a rout," only to be,

stranger, brought suddenly

listless

naming

come

more awake

— do

1

wake or sleep? — to some deeper dream "beckoned by the noise."
The device of the use of a sublunary protagonist is interesting in
that

it

further saturates the text in

The stranger

is,

Hopkins cannot,

its fiction, its

of course, a stand-in, but
in his make-believe,

is

invention-code.

required because

break his authorial contract

with the witness-reader. The complexity of the play of point-of-

view

is,

I

suspect, part of the reason Hopkins never finished this

drew him farther and farther
away from his perceived epithalamion mission. The didactic
issues involve — as we are informed at the "end" of the poem
— the symbology of a wedding; but the narrative, which has
taken over the poem, involves the simple fiction of an innocent
poem:

his elaboration of the fiction

own eyes ("This garland of their gambols
his own bower-pool in which to "feast" his

stranger inspired by his
in his breast") to find

body and

spirit.

relatively quiet

Unlike the boys', though, his immersion

and reflective

will be

— once he gets his clothes off.

At which point, remembering his mission, exhausting his
story-scenes, Hopkins declares "Enough now," time to turn to
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mean." So he leaves his stranger "froliclavish," happy, treading water. In a sense he suspends one strategy, one kind of poem, a kind of accident, for another kind of
poem, a strategy of sacrament, a statement of ritual meaning. His

the "'sacred matter that

I

two baptismal bathing scenes are locked

inside the inscape of

consciousness, locked inside his verbal layering and "bowering,"
his

own

signature "downdolphinry and bellbright" language.

The two concluding short stanzas

— the first an explanation of

the terms of his illustrating story, the second a figural, familytree post-script

—

abruptly unlock the secret of the example,

emerging from
the camouflage of the bower in order to give his pagan nature
frolic the seriousness and defining purpose he thinks it deserves.
Bridges, in his note, would like to take the blame for the arrangement of "Epithalamion," but once the poem is set with its invitation to the reader to "Hark, hearer," there is no turning back on
what becomes an inevitable sequence. For the modern, purist
turn

outside, and represent the author-priest

it

reader, this

moment

poem

truly ends treading water, at the evocative

of the stranger-Hopkins lavish in the "heavenfallen

The tacked-on explanations and

freshness."

poem with

They turn it back
should be wronging longer

Victorian, let alone religious, piety.

in time.

Hopkins' worry that

leaving

to float"

it

apologies stick the

is

"I

exactly the level of insight that will generate

the discussion of form that will obsess the Modernists. "Floating"
is

exactly the

ists

his

and

after.

metaphor for the supreme
Hopkins,

poems burst on the

at his best,

air.

fictions of the

knows

But they

this, since

so

Symbol-

many of

are, in their sonnet-lengths,

perfected forms, and in the long run, limited forms. In the career
of the maturing poet such perfections can become circumventions.

The

life

of every important poet

is

an illustration of

writer struggling to enlarge his or her text, to narrate the

a

lyric.

One wonders what Hopkins' work would have looked like had he
written and saved, say, a hundred

become had

its

poems

— or what

it

would have

reception not been posthumous.
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Marianne Boruch

BECOMING ^'EPITHALAMION"
fragmenthood to cherish, watching this
poem, this epithalamion rise and float and fail, not yet
never
caught in any final certainty. "It has some bright lines in it," HopFirst off, there's its

—

—

show

kins admitted in a rare

editor Robert Bridges, "but

the longing's there, as in
largest mystery.
It's

incomplete,

down." Of course,
of Hopkins, that stretch toward the
I

could not get

But "Epithalamion"
a

mortal. Like our

all

of pleasure to his friend and first

thing hurried and

human

a

is

it

curiously secular piece.

and starts are

left; its stall

grasp of anything, the

poem goes

as far

exhaustion goes, or confusion or boredom, until the fine
simple nerve it takes to write at all balks, then stops unto the
stubborn ellipsis.
as

Meanwhile, we have the giant lucky mess of it. Bridges, naturally, complained: full of "disorder" and "erasures" and "corrections," this draft scribbled on "Royal University of Ireland"
candidates' paper, written, he suggests, while Hopkins sat in
some dim light administering an exam. One of the last poems he
would write, it followed the "terrible sonnets" their "fell of dark,"
their "cliffs of fall" by three years, a kind of gift, a cool relief, this

thing that would be
his bride

Amy

itself a gift to

Two

Sichel.

Hopkins' brother Everard and

things: trance

cross angles keep the

poem buoyed

music, like the water

it

and

timidity.

up, and turning

on

These

itself like

describes.

The sweet thing

is

though we enter

trance,

distantly,

through rhetoric, and only by miming the poet's own deep wish
to imagine. "Hark, hearer, hear what do; lend a thought now,
."And before
make believe/ We are leafwhelmed somewhere
us opens the "branchy bunchy bushybowered wood," its river
"gluegold-brown" and "boisterously beautiful," and so much
I

.

more, the long layering
Writing

line after line

richly, so richly in fact

it

.

— one sentence! — of

nearly parodies his

own

it.

high

Hopkins seems to cut nothing of the
vision. Perhaps this counts: he had just taken up sketching
after a
mostly woods, and running brooks
seriously again
ecstatic style elsewhere,

—

—

lapse of several years.

some 100 years
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Still, this is a

draft.

Which

later, quite possibly close to

the

is

to say

we are,

moment of initial

seeing,

that first necessary excess. In this breathless expanse

— the

view flashing aerial (this dene that ''leans along the loins of hills")
and close up (this river that "is danced and dandled, all in froth
Hopkins is all courage, his tentative
and water-blowballs")
"make believe" of the start swamped, made true by the trium-

—

And we are. Proof: "we
phant declarative "We are there
hear a shout" in the woods, and can do nothing but follow it.
This is an odd moment, and itself mimics the mind clicking
out of its natural blur, into focus. Boys there in "the hanging
.

.

honeysuck, the dogeared hazels," boys,
Hopkins' double take is in the syntax

a dizzy
itself

apparently borrowed from Welsh verse, the

"And

called "interjected absolute."
be,

boys from town/Bathing

suddenly, even as

we

.

."

.

read

—

tor

something he

ymadrodd, the so-

in

it

must

he writes, seems to find again,
it

must

..

be

that stepping back, that consciousness of treasure.

been said about movement

wealth.

the riot of a rout/Of,

...

it.

human

love

I

.

Much

Hopkins' poems, their free

has

fall feel,

But against such rapid turn and counterdramatic stillness, a kind of urgent languor; here, it's

their high wire muscle.

turn

is

through that

Then

stillness

—

it

he

— that wonder enters.

abruptly, another level to this reverie.

A

character, a

stranger" comes unseen upon the boys exactly as

"listless

We who've watched

have.

must

manding

the boys

now watch

him.

It's

a

we

com-

silence,

and through it, the silence, the attention of that
deepens and grows complex. Of course, the boys only get

louder,

more

shift,

specific

and radiant

in their antics, full of

"dare" and

downdolphinry," their "bellbright bodies hurdling out/Are
earthworld, airworld, waterworld thorough hurled,

all

by turn

and turn about." In another mood, Hopkins might have stopped
the piece right here, this high split-second the thing that ends
and overwhelms, his favorite way of closure. But the boys are

mere
lost,

trigger; the real heat

enchanted maybe

is

yet to come. We're in that far; we're

— to be 19th century about — and the

stranger, not so listless now,

it

is

fully

changed, and charged by the

sight of such joy.

What stops me is the trees in this transition. The stranger, in
finding his

own

est, freshest,

separate "neighbouring" pool finds the "sweet-

shadowiest" ringed around, as

it

is,

with

"silk-
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beech, scrolled ash, packed sycamore, wild wychelm, horn/' Here the privacy
beam
more, the solitude
is eternal
.

—

.

—

and inhuman; the depth of shade measures the intensity of the
vision. ^'Here, he feasts," Hopkins tells us, "lovely all is!" And in
the dazzle of such happiness, the most peculiar happens, peculiar
that is, for Hopkins, good Jesuit: a man takes off his clothes. Now it's
our turn at the tor ymadrodd, stepping back, it must be. But how
precise the poet

is

— no timidity, no hesitation now.

".

.

.

down

." Hopkins
he dings/His bleached both and woolwoven wear
is careful to give us the final fumbling at the "twiny boots," the
"lips crisp/Over finger-teasing task" until the stranger can "walk
.

the world" toward water,

and shoots
It's

as

.

"glassy grassy quicksilver shives

its

."
.

if

.

we

sleepwalk though,

fallen freshness" of the pool.

summoned by

So deep

the "heaven-

dream that some
wrong, the shoes going

is

this

might say Hopkins has in fact gotten it
last, a funny inverse of the million times we've taken off our
clothes. But around us, woods, their danger a large measure of
their flickering beauty. For generations, we've been this careful
"the soil/ is bare now, nor can foot feel, being shod" Hopkins
wrote in lament years earlier. All's so precariously made, so vunboots coming off at
erable, but in the final spellbound rush

—

—

last,

everything exposed

— we have that crucial slip into

being,

the

one watched, to the one who no longer
think, an
gives a damn but simply (simply!) jumps in. It is,
extraordinary moment in a whole lifetime of work. And the
shift

from watcher

to the

I

water that draws the stranger, that "flinty kindcold element"
we leave him," Hopkins tells us,
breaks through all reserve. "
.

.

.

almost back to his rhetorical overvoice, "froliclavish, while he
looks about him, laughs, swims."

How the poet wakes

—

it's

right in the text.

then, stunned,

maybe shaking

"Enough now;" Hopkins says

as

his

head

though

to

mean/I should be
wronging longer leaving it to float/Upon the only gambolling and
" In the long nay-saying beauty of that
echoing-of-earth note
sentence, he's nearly set adrift again, purpose waylaid by the
an unruly

child, "since the sacred

—

charm
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of recollection.

matter that

I

'"An epithalamion

painterly fragment

professional artist

on

my

brother's wedding," he called this

— fitting for this brother who actually was a
— and the last section Hopkins' visible
is

struggle back to that clear-eyed thesis.

"What

business now.

is

.

.

He

hesitates,

though

all

the delightful dene?/ Wedlock," he

.

intones as though, finally, we've reached the point.

"What

is

water? Spousal love." One feels the drop and press of duty in
these questions; howbeit awkward, it's endearing, this turning
back deliberately, away from dream. But is such an equation
really so

much

the point?

Two

lines are missing. Bridges called

them "disconnected" and simply trashed them. We stare instead
at two rows of ellipsis, as if their pause could tell us something.
Elsewhere, the poet is busy, locking himself into overdrive. Wedding? Of course, the wedding. And now the silliest scene unfolds,
the entire family set to glitter "ranked round the bower," partransformed into "fairy

ents, siblings, friends

wood
I

ferns

the

."
.

.

don't doubt Hopkins' earnestness;

known what

warm

trees, wild flowers,

to

make

less stranger, this

just that I've

never

of this shift to Victorian pop, this leap into

nubbies of another age. Are

the whole brilliantly

it's

wrought

epiphany

we

to believe then, that

vision of boys and

really,

shoulder up one side of metaphor?

is

"I

whatever

merely conceit,

could not get

it

kins wrote to Bridges, giving up. His reluctance to

list-

a device to

done," Hop-

work these

two strands together is itself revealing.
But of what? Surely in Hopkins' standstill, one remembers
things too bone-close, too strange for words at all. It's in that
depth of shade, those trees, that stranger's rare lovely fever that
would have us strip down every trace of the human-made world

and buoyed up by water. For a poem supposedly
about union, the central mystery and heat is solitude, less about
the self than about its letting go. For Hopkins is not reacting, not
making sense of circumstance. Nor is he the poet simply pleased
to be engulfed

to

watch

put

it

own

than palpable;
lucid,

mind

work. He's made something, and
over there, and he can't explain. Imagination here is more
his

it is

sea-green

starry

at

place. That's the

poetry

in this

poem. That's

its

light.
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Graham

Hettlinger

DURING THE 'DIRTY LITTLE WAR'
"J d begun to belong to the imprisoned world around me."

— Jacobo Timerman
1

.

When
I

they bring the

little

cup

think only of water,

the rain that never
stops falling, scarring

the tarmacs, flooding

blacked-out apartments.

Coffee beans bleed

on the drying-beds. Chlorophyll
drips from the leaves.
In

Buenos

Aires, a snapped

trolley-car cable

twists in the swollen canal.

Buenos Aires, the
erases our address.

In

rain

2.

What
to

is

there

remember? Newspapers

torched

in

the basement,

one more walk
through the park.
lifting its head

when

I

A

police

dog

pass.

The moon disappears
in its

carbon-paper hood. Children confess

to the
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shadows

of brooms, their
tell lies like

mothers

graceful

paramedics.

try to forget

I

the

way

man

a terrified

book
sail from his window, then waits
in the hall, hugging
watches

a

a picture frame.

The

blue limousine

enters the plaza.

They start at the top
and work their way down.

3

.

Sometimes
and close

can open

I

my

hands

painlessly
in the ribbed
I

shadows.

try to imagine

the synapse
still

to

still

flaring, the

nerve

stitched

muscle and skin.

Sometimes a fly
lands on this cinder-block wall
and watch a long journey
I

over miles
of stripped earth.
of the knife-blade
in his

I

am

not afraid

he carries

mouth.

Outside, the

downpour

continues.

And

still

the small bones
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slip into place,
still

each finger

bending on cue.

4.

Until they say,
of games,"

"We

are tired

and bring

me

a chocolate.

I

stare at

like

it

the mother-of-pearl

we found

in a gutter.

"A present," they

say.

"A

gift

from your wife."
It

softens in

my

mouth,

it

stains

my

tongue with indigo dye
from the petals
of jacaranda trees.

And
like

then,

it

breaks open

the seed of a blood orange

releasing the dark soul
of a locust.

5.

There

is

a

white powder

the spy sucks out

from

his

come

too

hollow tooth.
fast,

When

too close

home, he grins in his
knowing the cyanide
to

is
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always nearby.

cell

the questions

Some

nights

Tm

holding

a bottle, a brick,

kerosene lamp.

a
I

Some

nights

remember

the scar on your breast.

I

know

I

beg

I

grope

I

shout.

I

like a child.

in

know
And still

the dark, trying to find

the piece of glass, the sandpaper,
the ice

on

my

I

felt

palm. Listen,

would swallow that powder
instead of your candy. I would smile
I

as

it

bleached

everything out.
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Lynn Doyle

ROTE OF FORGETFULNESS
Who

it is I

resemble.

What day of the week it is.
Where we are going for dinner.

When your

Why

parents always

you couldn't play

Who named

ate.

after school.

the farm Five Corners.

What it was like to pick stones from the fields.
Where everyone sat when the threshers ate dinner.

When you

Why

go to Teacher's College.
you went back to marry your husband.

Who

has died.

left to

What it is like to be ninety.
Where you taught only the middle

When you

Why

grades.

quit to have kids.

your husband

lost his job

on the

railroad.

Who

would stand in line six hours for two hours of work.
What it meant to get real jobs and keep them.
Where the sewing machine sewed your finger in the factory.
When you always have dinner for your husband.
Why your children will not let you go home to him.

Who

was you taught to be caring and considerate.
What they have done with your husband.
it

Where but

When your

Why

you

Who

I

for the grace of

God go

were not
remember.

children

can't

am.

What we ordered for dinner.
Where learned to say Grace.
I

When

I

Why

must know you.
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I

started teaching.

you.

thieves.

Ghana Bloch
IN

THE LAND OF THE BODY

We

have chosen each other.
The stranger walks slowly toward me,
a

I

white mask over his words.

left

everything to come here.

They took away my watch.
The children
grew smaller, disappeared.

Where

are

we

going.

I

lie

down

under the thirsty mouths
of the soundproof ceiling.

room has no windows, no
shadows. The air
This

burns cold

and the cold

is

absolute.

We

start off together

My
My

sack of flesh

on the long journey.
closes around him.

belly

swallows

his hands.
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LOOKING AT THE X-RAYS
He shows me my body
into swirls of light

This

is

a fluorescent screen.

the thorax with

fingers of

ring of

on

its

curving

thick

rib, its

fat.

translated

These

are the soft blind organs, huddled, the lungs
filled

This

with black
is

a

air.

transverse section

of the spinal column; a white eye,
a

dark pupil.

Lm
my

waiting for him to read
fortune:

values on a scale, relative

shades of gray.
Inside

me

opaque.
in a

everything's in color, glossy,

A lump

of pain

hidden pocket.

His voice segmented, exact, he
talks to the picture,

takes a crayon, draws
a

burst of rays

around the

star he's discovered

but hasn't named.
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LITTLE LOVE

POEM

Rain freckles the path.

Upturned earth

in

the meadow.

Zebra-legged birches riding
into the wind.

Tiny explosions of happiness:
tight-fisted lilacs

bursting
their purple pods.
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W.

5.

Merwin

IMMORTELLES
Somewhere between
yellow wall with

its

the oatmeal

black marble fireplace

never used

house from which the long echoing
flight of steps to the front door
has been gone these many years
and the small red-shingled
in the

done-over farmhouse with

its

white trim and driveway furred

where
a rainy

in blue

spruces

after

summer

alone she looked

up from an empty teacup
one September evening toward
the west where the clouds raced
low over the black waving
trees beyond the dark garden and she stood
up and died
my mother had thrown out those flowers
fashioned of wire and some
kind of beads
in colors

maybe

such that

glass but

I

for a long time could not see

were flowers balancing over

that they

their

black vase that

must never be touched on

its

island

of lace adrift motionless

on the polished water of
a

small table almost

as tall as

I

was so they

were flowers then and the
beads circling
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lines of shell-white

in

whorls

like

thumbprints would be petals

while those the shades of unlit

church windows would be leaves but

what mattered about them
as

my mother

when was
I

had told

old

enough

me
to

understand

was that they
were not real they needed no water
they would never change they would
always be the same as they
were while I stood watching
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Lee

Upton

AN ALMANAC
The seasons

of conversation in our chairs

allow us to accept

way our pasts are disappearing.
Our houses would not fit our memories.

the

Papers streamed forward

with

and arrows.

circles

At the cottage,
drops of rain

fell

from the

upon our

ceiling

eyelids.

Light remained until nearly midnight.

Every day

we

waited until the soft roe of thoughts
clouded the room.

Each room

is

a different season.

This room's pale wicker

A

is

spring.

widens the windows of another.
Walking down the drive to your house,
I first saw you standing in a yellow dress.
You were in summer's window.
fall

Later

we

studied the penciled-in river on a map,

the river running beyond the margin
the

work

of

—

your meticulous pleasure.

we are not careful the wrong narrative emerges.
The white asparagus, the scrubbed tongue
If

glimmer

in a dish.

We remember
endless,

its

the

tile fish

—

feeding

Daylight splashed the smoothest boulders

we swam among.

Your head rose from underwater
like a

In the

remarkable sculptured stone.

morning the pores of the sidewalk give

off

an ashy breathlessness.

By afternoon
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a

snake sloughs

its

skin on the porch.

and the sun beams off the parking lot.
For our lunch, we shred crabmeat flecked with cream
and grey and marigold.
The crab itself walks sideways.
It

fears

and proliferates.

Even now marsh marigolds butter the edge of the pond,
a way that water may speak of the season

—

uttering these clairvoyants.

Through the spark and flesh-filled throat of early summer
what fantasies must you perform for unhappy acquaintances?

Our

pasts are disappearing,

each

a

shallow lake in which

we walk

to a center.

seems clear at such a point that anyone might be
and that nothing can harm us.
It

safe,

— for Patricia Donahue and Sheila McNamee
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THE STEM OF AUGUST
Serenity had been something
the

hills in this light

we might

ask for,

agreeably transparent,

from another August,
and the water tower rising from the backyard of the church
as if answering to the congregation.
What happiness could not be a form of striving?
Even as rain is flung in sheets,
underground some rush of minerals begins.
Around the city messages appear in tiny fonts.
A storm cleans written surfaces,
recalled

breaks into particles the early day.

This

is

a

year not of thickening but of paring.

Lightning flickers as
part of the sky

if

for a

moment

were peeled back.

In every orchard the apples

store light until

the nearest clouds are uprooted and torched.

The future grows within
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a taut skin.

THE AUTOBIOGRAPHERS
Something must happen.
It happened when you were there or nearby or you
stopped on the side of the road.
A birthday, date of first and second and third chances,
date of lost chances.

The spasms

of history

turn into the spasms in our backs.
Yet
to

who

has lived enough to

know enough

keep his mouth shut?

Her mouth

too.

Serenity acquired after
a

boisterous indecency.

Less mattering

more

more mattering.
Someone drowsy feeding us her

or

.

.

.

and butter.
Someone's light skipping through the room.
A lovely minnow's worth.
toast
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THE ARCHITECT OF SUSHI
For what requires seaweed,
the morning's pigments

rice,

—

have never seen you more attentive,
the mind consuming first,

I

sharp as the sea and

its

breezes.

Your attention is the opposite
of abandonment
for these betrayed into shape,
a rose
a

and

a tiny

mountain:

mind's attention

upon translucence
curled to open at the
startling words said

throat,

in a quiet

way.

The

changes out of the water,

light

and the octopus slackens

among shavings
and flesh
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its

muscle,

morning frost
divided from the sea.
of a

THE BRONTES
For centuries, a

chill

soaks through stones.

Graveyards ray out from the suburbs
archaic as frock coats.

one

In

life

one may discover

many doors

that should not be opened.

Light chuckles in the pallets of

and part of the
a city

No

if

I

below

a hill,

translucent as egg white.

matter

and the

No

city slides

ice,

a

red

tiniest

matter

a

room

handwriting.

flame

at the

roof of the

cannot be ambitious with

my

mouth

heart.
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Marianne Boruch

FOR EMILY DICKINSON
When

I

stood for a

moment

white room, vines busy outside
the screen, I thought

in that
at

of the
it

moth

desired.

I

in you, the rich

watched

circle once, twice,

wool

it

nearing

the narrow bed, the

little

desk

though nothing was diminutive.

And knew what
I

a

lousy daughter knows,

those thirteen years ago

I

lived

not three blocks from your house

— idiot child,

bone stubborn, never reading your poems much, never
keeping proper

vigil.

own

that tedious

insect

life,

trapped in the head.

Regret has

It

hum

can't get out.

But your house was too high,
a

its

set

on

a knoll,

wedding cake crusted

with legend. Here, eat some,

my

teachers said.

Each one of them would marry you.
walking past,
for

I

Still,

once

invented flowers

your garden: the dumb, sweet heliotrope, the

of lupine, delphinium's brooding reach.

Among

them, you stood right up
and squinted. You who noticed everything
made nothing of me, one of the stupid

and unborn, not even the color
of a leaf yet.
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dull hiss

Matty,

you

here's freedom,

told

your niece one ordinary day, locking the door of that room
behind you, locking both of you in.

My

aunt once gave

of boxes really,

and

all

1

lost

all

its

count quickly.

a box, a nest

intricately carved,

secret smaller

self.

Or maybe

there were seven.

I

too amazed to

her.

tell

such

rushed wooden birds

fish in a tangle,

each opening into

me

looked up,
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IN APRIL

Near the bike

racks, a

dog

losing his mind, thinking

is

— what? —

dog

that

life

isn't

one big bone, days are short,

and

as a

memory

is

a

complicated scent.

Believe this too: everyone

cheerful

is

all

Up

—

it's

April

— printed flowers

over their corny short-shorts.
the street, another stand of trees, and another

and another on that high

hairline.

Tree thoughts, straight
out of the head, though a

But nothing's

little

really in leaf.

redundant.

Limbs

still

sway and

twigs in the buff: the mind's
a

genie in

its

bone bare socket.

The dog keeps
I

at

it

— sniffing.

see right through to his ribs, through the ribs

to the soft parts,

all

order and pulse

of course, the buried heart

where

6S

all

dark liquid begins.

—

creak,

Gerald Stern

GRINNELL, IOWA

Guy

Daniels would have loved

May

he could see those teachers coming towards him
with baked chicken and white wine in their arms.
if

He would have bent down a little
and closed his eyes the way he did
wet spirea.
drive through those empty

to smell a lilac or a

When

I

streets or past

the giant feed stores and storage sheds
I

think of

of

how

he lived

New

in

York, the shame

those steps, the uncontrolled steam, the terrible

all

darkness of his rooms.

I

have heard him

rage against five administrations.
listened to his jokes

and

have

— in French and Russian —

have heard him shout

I

I

at

three wives and anger

few friends with his endless self-pity
but I have never heard him talk about this state

his

with anything but affection.

When

drive

I

four times over the Iowa River, because
it

twists underneath our highways,

Guy

I

half see

Daniels in 1941 just starting

some precious books, a few
shirts and ties, a smile on his face, a young
man's gloom and purity surrounding him
a life in

like a

the east,

white cloud, the cloud of steam that goes by

unwashed window.

him changing
trains in Chicago, his suitcase is on his shoulder,
his coat is open. The war is what ruined him, Nixon
his

I

half see

ruined him, living three years in Washington, living

by

his wits in

New

York

City, the best translator

of Russian in America; leaving Iowa,

forgetting the River

Road outside Ottumwa,

forgetting the streaks of lightning over the Capital.

Walking towards those teachers
as

if

I

were Guy Daniels.

I

half

my

eyes water

bow
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to

show

respect.

keep thinking

I

it is

the second decade of the twentieth century,
or

maybe

as late as 1940.

I

bend

few spring beauties, they are scattered
like what? like snow? snow in May? They last
one hour I think; give them to the tall
wife in the linen dress; she would have adored
to pick a

I

me

once;

I

can hear

a cardinal; there

nest after nest in the woods;

I

think of the streamliner

racing towards Cedar Falls, but

once removed
the stone

—

hills in

I

am

is

I

am

not Daniels

—

I

think of

the north, the black trucks

pointed into the curb, the bitter farm
holidays, the

I

pick a

empty corn

poppy

— made of paper —

the color of the one

May

palace.

I

thirtieth, or the

it is

buy each year

Monday

before.

from my shirt;
I give him another home, a green leaf
surpassing all green leaves; I watch him with
a kind of supple vein I took from a leaf
the next one over to his. keep away ants
pull a caterpillar

I

1

and

birds.

10

is

half bursting with desire,

ready for his molt, he almost
ready for his week of rage and sorrow.

he almost
is

He
is

a straw,

Stanley Plumly

ONE-LEGGED WOODEN RED-WING
Whittled to size and military dress,

and so much
at attention sunlight is its ornament,
this one from an island still visible
epaulets, eyeless,

from shore, the kind of place that disappears
in glare, the

kind of light real red-wings love

cutting across the level of the eyes,
a signal of a

gunfire in the blood

that startles the heart then dives,

but this one

book,

like a blackbird in a

look-alike, useless as

an arrow on

a table,

always alone, always the male display
or the liquid

tee-err, check, check, tee-err

silver gurgling konk-la-ree, o-ka-lay

when

—

they are gregarious

in fact

and travel and brood

anonymous with
above the

—

dusk

the other birds that feed

all

fields

at

and

in

the orchards

OT forage at the shoulder of the road,

though only the red-wings are also marsh
sometimes thrushes, calling from the edges,

birds,

riding the cattails, tipping the ends of

the river branches, and only the red-wings,
of

all

the blackbirds, bring to the landlocked

—

good luck
blood on the wing, wounds
taken up
luck to the soldiers wading
through smoke where bullets pass like rain
sailor his

—

against the leaves and die into the woods,

where Grant

is

turning red-wings out of pine,

sitting outside his

white tent

writing orders to his generals in clear
Victorian prose, for which he will be
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famous beyond
to

camp

failure,

having just returned

after a morning's ride behind the lines

looking for breakthroughs, breakthroughs

now

punched out to the other side of the air
where the ghosts among the trees conduct
their Shiloh or Cold
their different war
Harbor
and Grant is waiting for some word
or signal back from those alive

—

—

or those

who

will

be dead, with a

little

whiskey, stub cigar, and small pieces of wood.
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;

Dennis Hinrichsen

ON DANTE, SCORPIONS,
Nobody ever

says,

LOVE, THE GRAZING LIGHT

renounce the

I

light,

take

away.

it

I'll

sit in

darkness;
to send

nobody ever thinks

it

back, unused, to the relay

stations, those miniatures of futuristic cities,

fenced and gravelled,
so

some

of the sparks leak out, quick spurts, then twists of

haze,

the rest of

it

in

steady recoil, reflex,
flooding back toward the grid,

and through

this, to

the turbine,

magnetic charge

blades, the strike of its

back even beyond

this, to

down

to

where

it is

—

the steam,

to its separation

back

and pitched

coiled wire

its

from the saturated

mist,

simply water roiling
inside the tubes

inside the other
in

water

which the spaced rods glow

like a

house on

fire

.

.

.

(steam generator):
It's like

up

Dante, the

way

the thing

the

sits,

way

it's

crammed

in

to its neck,

or waist,

if

you could

call

it

high-waisted,

the rest of

hidden beneath the

it

floor,

shackled by a great routing of pipes
to the constant fire;

no heads

in the floor

but those of valves,
opening, closing,

the whine of metal

gnawing on metal;
elsewhere,

water meeting other water,
taking through the thin, alloyed walls of the piping
the product of the core's destruction,

which

is

simply heat, intense heat;
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the water rising at

first,

becoming steam, some of

it

falling

back to be recycled,

some of it turning, almost backing out,
the way Dante and Virgil were said to turn, once

past the

fulcrum,

though here, should the systems fail, there is no water for the
humble cleansing,
no grass or reed to be ripped that will spring back whole
.

.

.

Once, one of the engineers, back from a site in Texas, joked
about the hard life there and the honky tonk,
his failing marriage and a woman he had met,
and how one day she calmly gunned a rattlesnake in two, then
held the

still

twisting halves

him like a severed belt
the slap on his back was a kind

in front of

How

took

There

it

.

.

.

in his

.

of challenge and

how

snakeskin boots,
.

.

in

Boston, nine floors up from

.

our ever-constant dream of cleanliness, everyone
and beautifully tanned

is

saved

beside the scalloped water,
their bright trunks flashing

against the landscape
like

K-Mart versions

here and there,

of exotic birds;

a cactus,
a

for this

is

broken fence,

the outskirts, and to get here, they had to dig

though the hard pan,
once, the story goes, dead square into
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he

.

the polluted harbor

In

.

a

nest of scorpions.

;

before they could pour the concrete and the clear water take
the blue of the sky;

which

there

is all

is

there,

Tm

told,

except for the opera, so you

get bored,

even on

a seven-billion dollar project,

central Texas

so

you put

a

.

.

an oasis of frenzy

.

scorpion in a jar

.

.

.

For days

and watch
or else,

I

working

mouth
and

I

it

in

decompose, blacken

in a

I

turn

it

and turn

it

kind of oily death;

hold the jar against the sunlight grazing the Atlantic,
its

way

past

Logan and the naval shipyards, into the

of the Mystic;

follow

it

there into the bathrooms and kitchens of

Everett and Chelsea,

Medford, the groggy heads just rising, the groggy footsteps,
hand groggily reaching for the switchplate;

of
a

and

I

try to see

I

happen

— the instantaneous burst of

—

the filament

and

it

try to hear the crackle, as quick as a scorpion's sting, the

stress of cold metal

suddenly flaring, flashing to utter whiteness,

know

awake,

until

I

and

can set this dead thing

I

its

v/e are

defiance

.

.

all

down

in the

middle of

my

desk

in

.
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Zbigniew Herbert

WHAT MR. COGITO THINKS ABOUT HELL
The lowest

Contrary to general opinion, neither
mother-murderers nor despots dwell here, nor those who covet
the body of others. The circle is an artists' asylum full of mirrors,
circle of Hell.

instruments and pictures. At

first glance, a

most comfortable

infernal-section, without tar, fire or bodily tortures.

There are contests, festivals and concerts here the whole year.
There's no high season. The full moon's permanent and down-

new

right absolute. Each quarter,

seems could put

a

shifts occur,

and nothing

it

stop to the triumphant procession of the

avant-garde.

Beelzebub loves

art.

He brags

that his choirs, his poets and paint-

ers almost surpass the heavenly ones.
clearly you've got a better

compete

If

you've got better

government. Soon

at the Festival of Both Worlds.

Then

let's

they'll

art,

be able to

see what's

left

of

Dante, Fra Angelico and Bach.

Beelzebub fosters

art.

He guarantees

his artists peace

proper nourishment and total isolation from
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and

a hellish life.

quiet,

ON SMOKING THINGS OUT
To smoke things out of their royal silence, we need cunning or
murder. The libertine's knock shatters the frozen sea of the door,
the dropped glass cries out on the stone floor briefly like a glassy
and the house set on fire speaks with the babbling tongue of
the fire, the tongue of the breathless story-teller, speaking of
that which the bed, the trunks, the drapes never spoke of.
bird,
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KNOTS
When

Mr. Cogito

collecting stamps,

finally starts to age in a stately

Roman

way,

he'll

stop

coins or rare books. He'll found the

Knot Society of the World. He'll try
the charm of the secret buried in knots.
first

to persuade others of

People have never learned to appreciate knots. They've also

never learned to admire the complicated beauty of knots. They

were used

to cutting knots with their sword, like that

Macedo-

nian simpleton, or simply untied them, proud to finally have a
terrible rope to tie the piglet by the leg to the tree, or to

around the neck of their
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fellows.

throw

AND PURE THOUGHT

MR. COGITO

Mr. Cogito
strives for pure thought
at least

before sleep

but this striving alone
carries in

it

the seed of failure

he reaches the condition
where thought resembles water
that great and pure water
for even

if

on the shore of no desires
the water suddenly curls

and
tin

a

wave washes

cans

wood
a tuft of

let's
is

someone or

other's hair past

admit Mr. Cogito

not entirely innocent

he couldn't
tear his inner eye

away from the mailbox
the smell of the sea in his nostrils didn't

let

crickets tickled his ear

and under
the

his ribs

woman who

he was common,
his

he

felt

her fingers

wasn't there anymore

like

the others

thoughts plushed out

the skin of his hand on the

the furrow of tenderness

arm

of the chair

on his cheek
sometime
sometime later

grown
he'll

and

cold

reach the enlightened state

he,

the

way

the masters

empty and
capable of being astonished
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recommend

SOMETIMES MR. COGITO RECEIVES STRANGE LETTERS
WRITTEN WITH IRONY, AND AN EVEN LARGER DOSE
OF COMPASSION
Lady Amalie of Darmstadt
asks for help
in rediscovering

her great great grandfather

Ludwig

I

he disappeared
like

so

in the

many
storm of the war

people saw him
the last time

on the family estate
in the vicinity of

Hirschfeld

Mr. Cogito

remembers well
that burning winter

forty-four

great great grandfather
a

grand duke by profession

lived at that time
in

frames

stood

uniformed
in

knee-length garb

before the bower
to the right

the stump of a column

and behind
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the stormy dark sky

with

a bright strip

along the horizon

Mr. Cogito
thinks

without the slightest irony
of the death of the ancestor

whether he

lost

his bearing

when

the fire

sat astride the window-sill

whether he'd

when

cried out

they dragged him through the courtyard

whether he implored
falling to the ground

when
from

they plucked the great star
his chest

Cogito's

imagination
is

tiny

like a

medic

lost in fog

can't see

any face
or uniform

not that knee-length garb

only sees
the stormy dark sky

with that white stripe along the horizon
translated hy Stuart Friebert
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Agha Shahid Ali
EXIT

TO CALCUTTA

When on Route
I

80

came across an

in

Ohio

exit

to Calcutta

the temptation to write a

me

led

so

I

poem

past the exit

could say

India always exists
off the turnpikes

of

America

so

I

I

could say

did take the exit

and crossed Howrah
and even mention the Ganges
as it continued its sobbing

under the bridge
so
I

when

saw

I

paid

my

toll

trains rush by

one after one

on

their roofs old passengers

each ready to surrender
his

bones for tickets

so that

I

heard

the sun's percussion

on tamarind leaves
heard the empty cans of children
filling

only with the shadows

of leaves
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that behind the unloading trucks

were the voices

of vendors

bargaining over

women

when the trees
let down their tresses
the monsoon oiled and
so

braided

them

and when the wind again parted them
this

to

was the temptation

end the poem

The warm

all

way:

rains have left

many dead on
The

this

signs to

the pavements

Route 80

have disappeared

And now

the road

is

a river

polished silver by cars

The

cars are urns

carrying ashes to the sea
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Shirley

Kaufman

PEACE MARCH, JERUSALEM, 1989
In Benares

I

saw corpses

carried high in saffron robes
to the sacred fires.

We

carry

these photographs as offerings

Not

to the night.

who walk

like

the blind

forever with their arms out.

Not like the holy men smeared with ashes
on the way to the temples.
But like a family, too long on the road,

who

by their lassitude

have

let this

We

walk

happen.

silent

some holding

through the

streets,

torches, others

dark blow-ups of

all

the slain children.

Small mouths of disbelief,

how stunned
in the

young

they are
faces.
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LEMON SPONGE
The decent don't know their power.
They let themselves be wrung dry.
They lose their speech,
they lose their breath so their bodies
stay flat under the

flat

When

out

on
in

they are

laid

stones.

mountain, Jews
their windy plots, Arabs in
this holy

theirs,

the crows and the Hilton
rise

higher than their expectations.

who we most are?
Suppose we only had to know

What

lets

us be

the climate, what grows where,

how rich or shallow the
A kind of field guide

soil

is.

for dislocated souls;

how

to be rooted,

born

in

how

an ancient cycle

from seed to seed,
dust of our old selves
over

a

to be

new

Sometimes

settling

season.

I

hear the siren

for the first time and the air

doesn't shiver, only

my

bare legs

running across the field, the dry
summer grass and the dusty thistles.

That was two wars ago.
I

drove

to find
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down

to Jericho

you during the

cease-fire.

baked your favorite cake,
the lemon sponge, and we sat for awhile

I

together next to your gun.

You have

to get used to fear,

not fear exactly, but

To walk

it

long unease.

a

off in the streets

and supermarket. You have to
get used to God,

wrote Elsa Lasker-Schiiler,
as if he were food
one cultivates

a taste for.

There are days when
an infant's
shake.

A

A

rattle.

little

I

feel like

little

smile.

we keep

Not

yet,

as

time were benevolent.

if

Last night

we were

I

saying

dreamed

speeding

in a car,

home
know where home

too far from
to
I

had

of

ends

tied the frayed

my

was.

seat belt in a double knot.

Wasn't that strange?

And

the sky

fading, white-hot at noon,

powdery

as plaster.

It

wasn't the dream

your face
when I told you, troubled and distant,
not asking what happened next.
that upset me, but
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LONGING FOR PROPHETS
Not

for their ice-pick eyes,

their

weeping willow

and their clenched

hair,

fists

beating at heaven.

Not for their warnings, predictions
of doom. But what they promised.
I

don't care

if

their beards

are mildewed, and the ladders
are broken. Let

picking the

them go on

wormy

fruit.

with the yoke around

Let the one

his

neck

climb out of the cistern.
Let

them come down from

the heights

in their radiant despair
like

the Sankei Juko dancers descending

on ropes, down from these

hills

to the earth of their first existence.

Let

them follow the

track

we've cut on the sides of mountains
into the desert, and stumble again

through the great rift, littered
with bones and the walls of cities.
Let them sift through the ashes
with their burned hands. Let them
tell
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us what will

come

after.

Valery

Nash

LIGHT-STRUCK
When was

struck by swords of light

I

the dark corner

became

a

I

feared

passageway.

What had
I

loved before

—

distance, bright sun, white pages

—

pierced me, leaving for eyes

holes echoing lightning.

I

looked up only in glimpses.

One moment
was enough
saved
like

of sparkling blue

to last a

morning

in recollection

an orchid on

ice.

The place sought was deep
where didn't write or dream
where the wind moved inside me
I

I

a

kind of lapping, lapping.

You brought me tapes:
poetry, novels. The words
were easy to slow down. My fingers
learned which button to push.
Stop and rewind. Rewind
till meaning caught in my brain.
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On
I

our shady porch
sang myself old songs.

A

phrase or two and the tune comes back.
cakes I hadn't thought of

I

tasted

since the cookbooks of early marriage:
spice cake

The

and burnt sugar.

butter rose in

When

my

they wheeled

to scan behind

my

teeth.

me under

a

eyes,

was ready to hypnotize myself
with poems memorized
1

asleep

high school.

in

My
.

metal hood

.

heart aches

and

a

drowsy numbness pains

heart aches.

.

They

told

me. Good.

When, with a bowed head,
weeded the borders

I

and talked to

all

of you, the sun

up around edges of orange and gold
and air that cooled with autumn. Clarity stroked
a sudden stripe across our rocks. Two sparrows
stood out for bread on the railing,
and began again to read the world.
stole

1

And who knows how?

When

the black cormorant

dives deep for fish, and disappears, then surfaces,

we

say

it's

the same bird.

But so much further on and so much

we
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say

it

must be

different.

later,

THE EVENING HEMLOCKS

— Cold May Have Played

a Part in

Woman's Death

Providence Journal

About

a half mile

after the road

narrowed

to a path

she drove into a landscape
of vertical white:

branches so steep
it

seemed

a miracle

they hadn't

dropped their snow.

Her mistake was stopping
or not stopping sooner

before the drifting, the helpless

spinning of wheels.

When

she looked out,

all

was white

but in her car
a twilight

She was

deepened.

in

her nursery.

Tall ladies
in

white shawls fringed with white

thronged her door
to

whisper

a

moment

over the crib
before going out.

They are stiffly elegant
in whalebone stays,
move only when the wind moves.

They

tap their ivory fans

on the roof of her car.
So tall she cannot see their

faces.
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Laura Jensen

THE PIANO

IN

SAINT PAUL

From memory
our piano
floats

down

cement

steps,

banks landscaped from wheat grass
to kinnikinnick

over

a

history there,

to be

the piano at
a Baptist minister's.

Heartbreak
lights the world's

puppets

(whose

—
fault

it is

not

that they are happy)

Total Immersion.

Do
Do
a

not believe
not

like

—

Rudyard Kipling

that puns
I

it

it.

on

down my
cold room

put

in a

their faith.

in St. Paul,

coat

blamed

the fiction writer
for the cold piano.
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Now

— our piano

in the cold hall.

Mrs. Mitchell's

two grand,
one

in

the bay window.

And

piano and piano

by cold window,
prayers

for

good sense

while
yet

I

—

grieve

live.
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TACK SKA DU HA

— on Learning Swedish
Inside sunlight
called yellow

Inside

all

and

all

colors called

summer.

colors called blue called

the beach, cold

but sun deep

in

deep spaces

seaweed
the ferry

and

wake

a jellyfish

turns sky deep, turns knowledge cold

but clear and deep

—

is

called

sometimes a temperate climate
on inland salt water. Or inside
a temperate climate on inland salt water

from ocean inside large population,
brick apartment building,
built in the twenties, inside the sun.

Is

called

sometimes:

warm

But sometimes:
in English or this language
now hard to answer.
as a cat in sun.

It is

permitted

to yearn for another.
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inside

THE POOR CAN BE BLED TO DEATH
scenes

from Agnes

of

God

The Cable Channel
shows the rape flashback,
scenes of stigmata,

I

my

write

in the

June

rent check

apartment of the manager.

first.

This evening

women
And
a

a

all

across the city

pay rent.

nun's blood crosses

white wall

in

high white

window

light.

— the gold crown —
a bus pass for June —
Pierce County Medical —

Bills all

day

the policy
for years.

my father paid
A hundred dollars

and more each month. He died

in January.

Words, little fire crackers
from me on Physiology, human energy
at ultimata,

1

write

my

and stigmata

—

rent check.

My

kitchen

am

not willing to

is

clean, but

I

work

against the force that drives

me from
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such

underwater struggle
although to
to force

is

at

I

my

rise

is

—

not connfort,

through splashes

face in chlorinated

air,

have risen

and

see,

through that element

enclosed in that lane

by cords and

floats

that the effort of muscles

forward below surface
does not suffocate.
Self

is

suffocated

within a world that suffocates.

The only world
we know. We who have
bills to

pay.
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